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ABSTRACT
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mathematics,Iscience, social science, and language arts at-any -
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including a discussion of the nature of,USMES "challenges," Section
II provides an overview of possib'e student activities with comments
on prerequisite skillirbestructi nal strategies, suggestions when
using the unit with primary grade , a flowichart illustrating.how
investigations evolve fro studen s' discussions of teaching/ltarning
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activities. Section III.provides documented events of actual class
acAivities,from grades 2-5, 4, and 6-8. Section IV includes lists of
"How To" cards and background papers, bibliography of non-USMES
Materials; and a glossary. Section V consists of charts identifying ,

concepts, processes, and areas of study learned as students
become involved with activities in teaching/learning. (a)
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Preface

4

The USMES Project

ft

Unified sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Sbcial, and Communications

Sciences in Real Problem.Solihg (USMES) was formed in re-
sponse tothe recommendations pf the 1967)qambridge Confer-
ence on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the
Schools,* Since its inceptioi in 1970, USMES has been
funded by the National Science Foundation'to develop and
carry,out field trials of inteFdisciplinary units centered
on long-range investigations of real and practiaal problems
(or "challenges") taken from Ole local school/community en-
vironment. School planners cap use these units to design a
flexible curriculum for *gradeskindergarten through eight in
which real problem solving plays an important role.

Development and field trials were Carried out by teachers
and students in the classroom with the assietance of univer-
sity specialists at^workthops end at'occasional other meet-
'ings. The work was coordinated by a.staff.at the Education
Development Centei in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition,
the staff at EDC coordinated implementation programs in-

volving schools, districts, an0 colleges that are carrying
out local USMES implementation programs for tdachers and
schools in their area.

Trial editions of the 'following units are currently
available:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human Prpportions
Design Lab Design
Eating in School
Getting Thete
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Bass Communications

*Ae Goals for the Correlation
0

Mathematics,.Houghton Mifflin

Nature Trails
Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property ,

School Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo
Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
Using Free Time
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

of Elementary Science and
Co., Boston, 1969. r)

`s

ix



_USMBS Resources

ti- \ 6

,In responding to a long-range challenge, the students
and teachers often have need of a wide,range of resources. ?

In fact, all of the people a d materials in the school and 6

el
commUnity are imgortant reso rces for USMES activities: In ,

addition USMES provides r urces for boeh teachers and stu-
dents. A complete se of all the written materi-Sls-4emprise
the USMES library, which should be available in each school
using TSMES units. these materials incIude--'

, \
. , 1. The USMES Guide: This book is a Compilation

\

of materials that may be used for long-range
planning of a curriculum that incorporates

,I the USMES programe& It describes the USMES
project, real problem solving,-classroom
.strategies, ,the Design Lab, the units, and
the support materials as well as ways that

.

USMES heips stutents learn basic skills.

24% Teacher Resource BoOks (one for eath chal-
lenge):, Each of these gnides to using,USMES
units describes a broad'problem, explains haw
students might narrow that problem to fit
their particular needs, recommends classroom,
strategies, presents edited logs_from teachers
whOse'clas4 havaworkedjon the unit, and-Con-12'
tains charts that indicate basic skills, pro-

,. cesses, and areas of stndy thht'students may
learn and utilize.

3. Design Lab Manual: This guide helps teachers
and administrators set up, run, and use a
Design Lab--a place with tools and materials k
in which the students cap,build things they
need for their work on USMES. A Design Lab
may be a corner of a classroom, a portable
cart, or a separate room. ,:, Because many "hands-

4:)n" activities may take plhce in the classroom,

evety USME§ teacher should have a Design Lab
'Manual. '

4. "How To" Series: These.student materials pro-

vide inioimatiod to students about specific `

problems that may arise auring USMES units.
The regular "Row To" Series covers problems
ilikmpasuring, graphing, data handling, etc.,

. anqa ia available in two versions--a seriei of

,



Sr,
cartoon-style booklets foi primary grades
and a-beries of magatine-style booklets with .

_more reading matter for upper grades. The

Design Lab "H8w To" Series is available in
two illustrated card versions--one for pri-
-

mary grades and one for upper grades. A com-
pletehlist of the "How To" Series can be .

found in the,USMES Guide.

5. Background Papers: These papers, cchrela'ted
. with the "How To" Series, provide teachers

with information and hints that ao not appear
-in the student'materials. A'complete list
can be found in the USMES Guide.

6. Curriculum Correlation Guide: By correlaing
the twenty-six USMES units with other curric-
uldm materials, this book helps teachers to,
integrate USMES with other school'activ.ities
nd.dessons.

,

The prec ding materials are described in brie id the
USMES broch re, which can be used by teachers and dminis-'
trators to disseminate information about the progra to
the local community. A variety of other die'semination and
implementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involVed In local-implementation.programs. They
include Preparing People for'OSMES: An Implemen-ea-tion

Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show,, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general report on evaluation re-
sults, a map showing the locations of schools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a. list of experienced USMES
tedchers and univeriity consultants, and newspaper and
magazine articles.

*

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
three-layered,cardboard at the-time the prOject began, USMES
has used it at workshops and,in schools; consequently# re
erenced to Tri-Wall can,be found throughout the Teachir
Resource Books. 'The addresses of suppliers of three-layered
cardbodrd can be found in the Design Lab Manual.
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Using the Teacher Resource Book
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1

Wien teachers try a new curriculum for the fir6t time,
they need to understand the philosophy behind the curriculum.
The USMES approach to student7initiated investigations of

real problems is otitlined in section A of this Teacher Re-'
source Book.

Section B Starts with a brief overview of possible stu-
dent activities arising from the challenge; comments on pre=
requisite skills are included. F011owing that is a discus-
sion of the classroom strategy for USlitS rdal problem-

solving activities, including Antroduction of the challetige,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. Subsequent
feges include a description of the use o the unit in pri-
mary grades, a flow chart'and a compos te log that indicate
the range of possible student work, a d a list of questions

'that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'
dctivities on the challenge.

Because students initiate all the activitie& in response
to',the challenge'and because theowork of one'class may dif-
fer from that undertaken by'other classes:teachers familiar
with USMES need to read only sections A and B before intro-
ducing the challenge to students.

Section C of this book is the documentation section. .

These edited teachers' logs show the variety of ways in
which students in different claSses have worked at finding
a solution to the challenge.

Section D contains a list of the titles of relevant sets f
of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions Of the Background
-.Rapers pertaining to the unit. Also included in sectibn D
is a glossary orae terms used- inthe_TeachaLlesource Book
and an annotated bibliography.

Section E contains Oarts that indicate the comparative
atrengths f the unit in terms of real problem solving,
mathematics, science, so ial science, and language arts. It
also contains a list explicit*examples of real problem
solving and other sub ct area skills; processes, and areas
of study learned an u ilized in the unit. These charts and
lists are b sed doc mentation of activities that have

---

taken Rlace in USMES cl sses, Knowing ahead of time which,
basic,skills and proces es are likely to be utilized, teach-
ers can postpone teachin that part of tileir regular program
until later in the year. At that time students can study
them in the usual way if they have not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.



A. Real Problem Solving and ITSMES

0

If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few,49hores to do and they were
done over and over in exactly the same way, the
case for knowing how to solve problems would not
be so vmpelling: All one wpuld hate to do w9uld
be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset.1
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.

Fortunatelyor unfortunately depending upon one's
point of'viewlife.ii not simple and unchanging.
Rather it 4s changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict,is that things will be different in the
future. In stich a wrld,the ability to adjust and

k to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*
4

Real Problem Solving: USMES is-based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an important skill to belearned and that many m4th,

'science, eacial science, and language arts skills may be -
learned more.quickly and ea ly within the context of.stu-
dent investigations of real roblems. Real problem solving,

A

as exemplified by USMES, impl 's a style of-education which
involveg students_in investigating andhsolving real 'problems.A
It provides the bridge between-the abstractions of the
school curriculum and, the world of the,student. Each USMES
unit presence a-problem in tht form of,a_challenge.that ls
interesting'tochlldren because it is both real and prac-. .

tical. The próblém is real in several respects: ,(1) the
problem applies to someiaspect of student life in the school'
or.community, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the..varticular case in question, (3) the
students must consider'the entire situation with all the

.

N, 'accompanying variablesand complexities, and (4).the problem,
s. such that the Vark...done by the students can lead'io some
improvement in the oituation. -This -&pectation of Useful'
accomplishment provides.the thotivation for chifdren to carry.
ouf the comprehenstve investigations needed ta find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at which the children approach the problems;
' the investigations that they'carry out,'and the solutions

17.

*kCenneth B. Henderson and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in Mathematics," in The Learning.of Matbegatics: Its Theory
and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook'of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: The Council,
1953), p. 233.

1 (-1



The USMES Approach

that they devise may vary accoraing to the age and ability
of the children. However, real problem solving involves
them, at some level, in all aspects of the problem-solving
process: definition of the problem; determination of the
important factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students can find;
discussion; 'formulation and trial of suggested solutions;

clarification of values; decision making; and communications
of findings to others. In addition, students become more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, more
critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-
terested.in helping to improve social conditions.

To learn the proCess of real problem solving, the stu-
dehts must encounter, formulaw, and find,some solution to
complete and realistic problems. The students themaelvea,
not the teacher, musf-analyze the prolilem choose the vari-
ables that should be investigated, search,out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving activities, the teacher acts as a
cpordinator and colla ator, ot an authoritative answer-

rglver.
air

The problem is first reworded

terms that apply to their schoa
by stuaents in specific
or cotamunityf and the

various aspects of the problemHare discussed by the class.
The students then suggest approaches to the problem anq set
-priorities for the investigations they plan io carry out.
A typical IMES class consists-of several groups working on,

different aspects of the problem. 'As the groups report
periodically to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and ne0 tas.k forcesoare formed as needed.
Thus, work on alpUSMES challenge prolfides students with a,
"discovery-learning" or "aCtion-oriented" experience.-:4

Real problem solving does not rely solely on thet
discovery-learning concept. In the seal world people have
access to certain ?acts and techniques'When hç y recogpize

the need for themilLThe same should be true in the classroom.
When the stOentslr.nd that certain facts and dkills are
necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
willingly fed quickly in a more directed_way to acquire
these fact!' and skills. Consequently, the studentsiahoulA
have available different resources that.they.may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should stll be ,

left with 4 wide scope to explore their own ideas and
meth?ds.

13
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Certain information qn specific skills is;provided by the
,sets of USHES "How To" Cards. th, students are referred
only to the set for which they have clearly identified a
need and only when they are'unab4 to proceed on their own;
Each "How To"'Cards titleiclearly-indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Yourliata," etc. (A complete list of the "How
To" Cards cail be,foundj.n Chapter IX.of the USMES.Guide.)

Another resource irovided by USMES'is the Design Lab or e
its cliassroom equivalent. The Design Lab provided a cen-
tral location for *tools and materials wAere devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting,other
plassreow activities. Ideally, it is-a separate room with
space for all necesiary supplies and equipment and work
sPace forathe children. ,However, it may betas small as a
corker of the cladsroom and may contain only a few tools an4/
s plies.. Since the benefits of real,problem solving can be
obtained by the student: only if they have a meanstto fol-
low up their ideas, the availability of a'Design'Lab can be
a very important asset.'

Optimallly, the operation of the school!'s Design Lab
should be such as to makesit dvailable'tb,the stUdents when-
ever they need it. It Mould be as free as pOssible from
set scheduling or.proglumiltg. The students use the Design
'Lab to try'out their o ideas and/or to design,,construct,
test, and improve many devi6s initiated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of
the Design,Lab may'not always be possible dug to various ,

limitationsr,"hands-hn" activities may take place-in We
classroom even thotigh a Design Lab may not be availabl5e.
'(A detailed discussion of the Design,Lab can be found in
Chapter. VI of the,USMES Guide, .while a complete list of "How
To" Cards coveringsuch Design Lab skills as sawing? gluing,
nailing, sbldering, is containeç in Chapter IX.)

Wer% on all USHES chslleilges a not only sufficiently'
complex to require the collAbora ion of the whole class but1 .

also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
'according to his/her'interest and Ability., However, it
should be,noted that if fewei than ten to twelve students
from the claps are tarrying,oui the'investigation of ahnit

.challenge;.the extent of their hiscovecy andlearning can bek
expectedito be less,than if more membersiof theslass are
invielved. While it is,pobsible for a clasP tb work on two 4
related unitl, at the same time,'-in many clastiesthe students
progress4better with,just

The amount of each week working\on an USMES
challengeNis crucial. o a successkul resolUtion of. the

2 0
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problem. Each challenge is designed so that the various
investigations will take from thirty to forty-five hours,
depending on the age of the children, before soMe solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on the
results of.the investigations. Unless sessions are held at
least two or three times a week, it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-

n tome invqlved intensively withthe chalienge. The,length of
each session depends upon ehe age level of the children and
the nature of the challenge. For example, children in the
primary grades may proceed betterlly working on the challenge
more frequently for shorter petiods of'time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while older children may.proceed better
by working less frequently for much longer periods of time.

Student'interest and the overall accomplishmentsof the
class in finding and implementing solutions to the challenge
indicate when the class's general participation in unit
activities should end. (Premature discontinuance of work
on a specific challenge is often due more to waning idterest
on the part of the teacher than to that of the students.). ('

. However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
bdsis on one itoblem, while the others begin to identify
poesible approaches to another USMES challenge.

Importance of the bhallengg

4

*

SI

Although individual (oi group) discovery and student
00A. initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,

this doeh net,imply the constant encouragement of random
actiVity. Random activity has an iTportant paace in
children's learning, glid opportunities for-it should be
made available at various times. During USMES'activities,
however, it is believed that childuen learn to solve real
problems only-When their efforts are focused on finding
some solution to the real and practical problem presented
inethe USMES challenge. It has been found that students
are'motivated to overcome many difficulties and frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the ioal of effecting,some
change or ae least of providing sole useful information talc
'others. Because the children's commitment to finding a \
solution to the challenge is oneof the keys to sudcedsful
USMES work; it is'extremely important that the challenge be
introduced so tha it is accepted by the class as an'im-
portant problet to 'which ehey are willing to devote a'con-
siderisible amount of time.

The challenge not only motivates the children by stating
the problem but also provides them with a criterion fot
,judging their results.' ,This criterion--if it works, it's
right (or if it helps us find an answer to our problem, it's

21



Role' the Teacher

I.

(

a good thing to,do)--gives the children's ideas and results
a meaning within the context of their goal. Many, teachers
have found this concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only.allows the teacher to respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to
judge the value of their efforts.

-

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that-the
teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for open
classroomi'Sctivities is as foflows:.

4 ,l. Introduce the challenge in a meaningful way

that not only aflows the children to relate
it,to their particular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator. Assist,
not direct, individuals,or groups of stugents,
ae-ithey investigate different aspects of)the
problem.

3. Hold USMES sessions At least two or thtee times

a week so that the childrbn have a chance to be-
come involved in the challenge and carry out
comprehensive investigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
,initial hands-on.work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to wo'rks in the
Design Lab.

5. Be patient tn letting'the children make their
own,tistakes 90 find their own way. Offet
assistance or.point out sources of help for
specific information (such as the "How To"
Cards) only. whe4 the children become frustrated
in their approach to the problem. Conduct
skili'sessions as necessary.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group reports
and student exchanges of ideas in class dis-'

'cussions. In most cases, Students will, by
their own critical examination of the prdCedures
they havg sed, improve or aet new directions
.in their i vestigations.
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I J S in Qie Total School Program

7. If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stim-.
ulate the studenie thinking so that they will
make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-
tions or analydes of their data.

8. Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmente'd or stall.

'-

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by
the progress they make in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-
tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's
.role in the USMES strategy is to provide a classroom at-
mosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge.

Today many leading educators feel that real problem
. solving (under different names) is an important skill to

be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis
is placed 011 developing skills to-deal with real problems'
rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answei-s
to contrived problems. Becavse of this'and becausi of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for,use as an impor-
tant part f the elementary school program. Much of,the
time normally spea in the class on the traditionalap-
proaches to math, vcience, social science, and-language
arts skills can be eafely assigned to USMW activities. In
fact, as much as one-fourth to ola7third of the tOtal school
program might be.allotted to worroil'USMES Challenges.
Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year successfully assigned ro USMES activ-
ities elie learning of a greater number.of traditional
skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and conteptp learned and

. practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, the time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced.if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem golving.

Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibly
toyer all the.skills and cioncePts in the major subject
areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes
,(such as "lecture metIod," "individual stuay topics," or
programmed instruction) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program. However, the other

r
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instruction will be enhance4 by the skills, motivation, and
understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in
some cases, work on an USMES challenge providds the Contekt
within which the skills and concepts of.the major subject
areas find application.

,

In order for real problem solving taught by'USMES to have
an optimal value in the school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges investigated by students during their years in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills
and processes, Because all activities are initiated by stu-
dents in response to the challenge, it is imposiible o

state unequivocally which activities will take plat How-
ever, it is possible to use the documentation of dctivites
that have taken place, in USMES trial classes to schedale in-
structton on the specific skills,and processes required by
the school system. Teachers can postnone'the traditional
way of teaching the skills that might come,up kn nork on an
USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time stu-

,

dents'can learn 'the required skills in the usual way if they
have not already learned them during their USMES acW.vitigs.

These basic skills, processes, and areas of study are
listed in charts and, lists contained in each Teacher Resource
Book. A teacher can'use these Charts to decide on an over-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in-.
dividual skills, and processes are also given go tfiat thd
teacher can 'see beforehand.which skills a student may en-
counter during the course of his inVestigations. These
charts and lists may be found in section'E.

Ways In Which USMES DifferS Ftom Other " As the foregoing indieates, USMES differs significantly
Curricula from other curritula. Real problem solving develops the

problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of
the'process. Because of the following differences, some
teacher preparation is necessary. Some teachers may have
been introduced by other projects to several of the follow-
ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and
learning Oat real problem(solving involves.

1. New Area of Learning--Real problem solving is a,
new area of learning, not just a new approach or
a new content within.an already-defined subject
area. Although many subject-matterlcurricula

O 4
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include something called problem solving, much of
this problem solving involves contrived.problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not
require the cognitive skills needed for the in-
vestigation of real and practical probleffis.

Learning the cognitive strateg, required for real
problem solving is differept ftom other kinds
of learning.

3. Interdisciplinary Education--Real problem solv-
ing integrates the diuiplines in a natural way;
there is no need to impose .a multi-disciplinary
_structure. Solving real and practical problems .

4 requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processessfrom many disciplines. The number
ahd range of disciplines are unrestricted,and
the importante of each'is demonstrated in work-
ing toward the solution of prabticd1 problems.

3. Student Plann;ng--:To learn the process of prob=
lem solving, the students themselves, not.the
teacher, must analyze tile problem; choose the

'

variables that should be'investigated, search ,
out the factd, and judge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In; real problem-
solving activities the feacher abts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an .
authoritative source of answers,

4. Learning-by-Doing--Learning-by-doing, or discov-
ery learning.as it is so4times called, comes
about naturally in real problemAolving since
the problems tackled by eath class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, as defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
'hands=on learning experiences,' such as collecting
real data; tonstructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authorities.

-5. Learning 'Skills and Concepts as Needed--Sktlls
and concepts are learned in redl problem solving

r
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as the need for them arises in the context
of the work being done, rather than having a
situation imposeAy the teacher or die-text-
book being used. Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises': or stu-?
dents may search out information.themselves
from resources providea.

group WorkProgress tOWard a solution to a-
real problem USually requires the egprts of
groups of.students, pot just ipdividual stuir
dents Worlang alone. Althoughrsome Work'mdY
be done ,individuall, the total.group.effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups
and individuals. The grouping is flexnAe
.and changes in order to meet the needs of! the
4ifferent stages of investigation. '

I

,

Student Choice--Real'Orftlem solving offtftt

classes the opportunity to work on, problems
that are-real to them, not jt.16t to'the.adults
f.lhp prepare the curriCulum. In adattion,,L
stUdents may choose to investigate partiCular
aspects of the problemaccording to their
interest. 'The lAriety of activities ensuing
from theshallenge allows each student,to
make sOMe contribution toward's the eolutron of
the pralem accordindto his or her ability and
ta,learn specific skills at a time when he or
'she is ready far that particular intellectual
strubture.
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B. General Papers on Ways .to Learn/Teach

.1: OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Find the best way to learn orto teach
someone else cectain things.

possible Class ChalTtnges:

Find the best way to learn our.weekly
spelling words.

ind the best way to learn geometry.

Find the best way to teach another
class about the metric system.

,---Leaming-i-a-what-school-is-all-ab-but-,--an-d----s-tuden t -a---fe-

usually eager to voice their opinions on the best ways to
learn. Such a discussion may arise naturally'as a class
begina to study a new topic--a weekly spelling list, the'
metric system, the weather. A list of learning methods may
be compiled-b'Y the class, and two or three selected fbr
chosen-inveatigation. When the teacher asks how they will
determine whigh of the methods is most effective for learn-
ing the nev topic, the students may see the need for pre-
tests and postXests to use in evaluating their progress.

Students usually form seyeral groups-, each using one par-
ticular technique--games, audiovisuals, reading and research,
practical a plication, memorization, etc. Individual abili-
ties vary, &some children may ke concerned that.one group
will have mos f the fast learners, and thus an unfair ad-
vantage. To bal e group meMberships, the children may use
results of the pretet given to the entire class or grades
fram the previous reporting period.

Each group then spends several sessionq using their aes-
ignated method to learn the'newitopic. L4ter the posttest
is taken and the data assembled. Group differences frob pre-
test to posttest may be calculated as total numberof points
gained (or lost) or total percentage gained; the gain in
average group scores may also be determined, .By depicting
the data gralOhically, the class can more easily compare the
progress of the groups and thus assess the effectiveness of
the different methods. In older classes a statistical test
may be used to determine whether there is a significant
difference in results.

In discussing their experiment, the children may point
out that retentian is also an effective indicator of the
Ofectiveness of learning. A third test on the topic may be
scheduled for a date several weeks or.one or two months
later.

Some classes may be interested in finding out which
meihod,is most effective for each student. -By exchanging
methods, the groups can repeat the investigation 66 learn a
new list of spelling words or another math topic. Data from
both studies may then be used to make comparisons for indi-
viduals. The additional information gathered would also
help in evaluating the overall effectiviness.of each method
since it would have been tried by several grou0s.

(1
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Children may also decide to find out whether their "best".
learning method would be best for another subject. Class
discussion may naturally turn to the relationship between
the purpose for learning a topic and the methods used to
learn it. .

goke-Cliases-MaY focus on the teaching aspect of the unit.
Their challenge'may be a continuation of their own investi-
gations of learning methods, or it may arise after a class
his studied a new topic they feel their schoolmates would
like to learn. The children use materials.which they have
developed for the different methods and then usually work
in groups to teach another class. Pretest and posttest re-
sults are compared and analyzed to find the most effective
method.

Although many .of these activities may require skills and
'concepts new to the children, there is no need for prelim-
inary work.on these skills and concepts because the children
can learn them when the need arises. In fact, children
learn more quickly and easily when they see a need to learn.
Consider counting: whereas children usually learn to count
by rote, they can, through USMES, gain a better understand-
ing of coating by learning or practicing'it within real
contexts. In working on Ways to Learn/Teach, children also
learn and iiractice Fraphing, working with decimals, and ,

,/ dividing. Althoogh dividing seems necessary to compare
fractions or ratios, primary children can make comparisons
graphically; sets of data can also be Compared graphically
or by subtracting medians (half-way values). Division may
be introduced during calculation of percentages or averages.

4

. CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR WAYg TO Ways tO Learn/Teach is-centered on a challenge--a state-
LEARN/TEACH ment that says, "Solve this pioblem". Its success orlai

ure in a classroom depends largely on (1) the relevance of
the problem for the students and (2) the process by w4ich,
they define and accept the challenge. ,If the Children see
the problem as a real one, they will be committed to find."
ing a solutioni they,wIll have_ a focus and purpose for their ----
actiViiies. If the students do not think the problem
affects them, their attempts at finding solutions, will
likely be disjointed and cursory.'

The Ways to Learn/Teach challenge--"Find the best way to
learn or to teach someone else certain things"--is general

%
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The Process of Introducing the
Challenge

enough to apply to many situations. Students in different
classes define and reword the .challengeand thus arrive lat a
specific class challenge. For example, "Find 'the best way
to learn our weekly spelling words" might be the challenge
in one class, while a class that has just completed a unit
on the metric system might have the challenge, "Find the
best way to teach the class next door about the metric sys-
tem."

Given that a problem exists, how can a teacher, without
being directiVe, help .the students identify he challenge
that they will work on as a group? There is po set method
because of variations among teachers, classes, and schools
and among the USMES units themselves. However, USMES teaCh-
ers have found that certain generartechniques inA.ntroduc-
ingithe challenge are helpful.
--'0melruchtechnique is to turn a discussion of some recent-
event toward a Ways to Learn/Teach challenga. For example,
student complaints of boredom with the regular class routine
could lead to a discussion of ways the children like to
learn andyhiCh.way they think is best. The challenge may
also arise naturally whenever the class,begins or concludes
the study of a topic in any of the subject areas.

An eighth-grade math class kiegan,their investiga-
tions of the Ways to Learn/Teach challengeWhen they
were asked ta determine the best way to learn their
next math topic--percentage. Manysuggestions were
offered by the children, and after extensive discus-
sion they decide to work in small'groups to investi-
gate the effectiveness of four learning methods:
learning centers, games, tapes and films, anti busi-
'ness application.

A Ways to Learn/Teach challenge may be an outgrowth of
the children's work on,another USMES unit. Fo'r'example, a

class investigating a Classroom Design challenge may think
that the physical environment of the classroom has a direct
effect on learning,and thentdecide to conduct an experiment
using different physical environMents.

When children working on another USMES challenge encoun-
ter a.problem that leads to a Ways to Learn/Teach challenge,
one group of children may begin work on this second chal-
lenge while another,continues on the,first- However, there

o nu
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In shother intermediate class a very broad topic
was chosen by majority vote, bilt no discussions
were held regarding which particular aspects would
be learned. After the students had begun working
in groups using different learning methods, it soon
became appaAnt that the groups were learning dif-
ferent things with little common ground. When one
student mentioned this problem after the posttest
was taken, everyone realized that the results would
be biased toward tpOse groups who happened to learn
items appearing on the test. The students felt dis-,
couraged with their experiment and coul6Vsee little
vaZue in interpreting data.

Progress on the Ways to Learn/Teach challenge may also be
hindered if the teacher, rather than ensuting that the chil-
dren have agreed liPon a challenge, merely assigns a series,
of activitiep.' Although,the teadher may see how these activ-
ities relate to an overall goal/ the children may not.

An intermediatg let;el teacher instructed his stu-
dents to find the best way to learn a topic he had
selected. By the second day of Oork student ii]ter-

'est was already low. Several sessions were spent
in random activities, but the teacher realized by
the fifthoOiy that the students lacked motivation.
He called the groups together to discuss the prob-
lem and the class voted to discontinue work on the
challenge.

initial Work on the Challenge Once a class has decided to work on a Ways to Learn/Teadh
'dhallenge, USAS sessions sholild be held several times a
-week, but they need not be rigidly scheduled. When gessions
are'held after long intervals, students often have diffi-
culty rememkering exactly where they were iu their,investi-
gations, and momemtum diminishes.

During the initial session, after deciding on a topic to
learn or to teach, children often list vartous learning
methods, and the list may be long. By combining similar;
.methods, th0 can choose cwo or'three to work on first. If
the Students try to experiment with too many-meihods at
once, their investigations will be superficial.

3 1



should be at least ten or twelve students working on any one
'challenge; otherwise the children's work may be fragmented
or superficial or may break down completely.

Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem may encompass
the challenges of several related units. For example, a
discusdion of problems at school could lead to'Eating in
School, Classroom Hhnagement, Classroom Design, School Rules,
or WaSrs to Learn/Teadh, depending on which problems the%chil-
dren identify.

An experienced USMES teacher is usually willing to Wave
the children work on any one of the several challenges that
may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While
this approach gives the children the opportuaity to select
the challenge they are most interested in investigating, it
does place on the teacher the additional responsibility of
being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever

--challenge is chosen.

Clasdroom experience has shown that children's progress
on a Ways to Learn/Teach challenge may be poor if the teacher
and students do not reach a commOn understanding of what
the challenge is before beginning work on it. Having no
shared focus for their work, the children will lack the mo-
tivation inherent in wOrking together to solve a real prOb-
lem. Ad a result, they may quickly lose interest.

IA siminar situation occurs when a class investigates
learning or teaching a very broad topiC or tries to learn
or to teach many topics at a time.

Preliminary inveitigations of the Ways to:Learn/
Teach challenge were carried out by a sixth-grade
class in response to the challenge, "Find the best
way to learn something you need an4 want to learn.°
Children worked in small groups or on.an individual
basis to improve such things as drawing, model build-
ing, dart throwing and speed reading. The breadth
of &Tics considered at the same time resulted in
fragmented 'activities and superficial investigations.
Early diagnosis of the problem by the teacher en-
abled him to help the children narrow the scope of
their investigations to learning spelling.words.
The children worked in six groups, using a differ-
ent learning.mdthod. Latqr as time and the chil-
dren's interest directed, other applications were
explored. As a result of limiting the directions
tak,en at any given tiMe, more comprehensive inves-

tigations were taken and the children's involvement
increased.

a



Refocusing on the Challenge

.Resources for Work on the
Challenge. -
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Students usually form groups to try out different learn-
ing methods. However, If too many groups are formed, viork
n the challenge can became fragmented. The teacher finds

i impossible to be aware of the progress and problems of
each group; in addition, the small number of students in*
each group lessens the chance for varied input and interac-'
tion and decreases the possibility that a comparison abong
learning methods will be meaningful.

As children.work on a Ways to Learn/Teach challenge,
their attention should, from time to time, be refocused on
that-Challenge so that they do not lose sight of their over-
all goal. Refocusing is particularly important with younger
children because they have a shorter attention span.. Teach-,'
ers find it helpful to hold periodic class discussions that
include group reports% Such sessions help the students re-
view what they have accomplished and what they still nee& to
do.

Seventh-grade students began an investigation of
tbe Ways to Learn/Teach challen§a as they prepared
to begip a new mathematics topi4-geometty. Fre-
quent clasi discussions about their progress and
setbacks enabled them to plan an improved course of
action. Instead of determining the best way to
learn geometry by trying different methods them-1,
selvesithey decided to redirect their inAstiga-
tions and use different methods to teach geometry
to students in another class.

When children try to decide on solutions before collect-
ing and analyzing enough data or encounter difficulties dur-
ing their investigations, an USMES teacher.helps out. But
instead of'giving answers or suggesting specific procedures,
the teacher asks open-ended questions that stimulate the'
students to think tore Comprehensively and creatively about,
their work. For example, instead of telling studentS thSt

. they should schedule pretests and posttests to collect data
for evaluating learning methods, the feacher might ask,
What kind of information will we need to find out)which is,
the most effective method? How will we collect this infor-
mation?" Examples of other nondirective, thought-provoking
questions Eire given in section B-6.

The teacher may also refer students to the "How To" Cards2
40.



which provide information about specific skills, such as
drawing graphs. If many students, or even the entire class,
need help in particular areas, suCh as using fractions, the
teacher should conduct skill sessions ab these needs arise.
(Background Papers provide teachers with additional informa-
tion and on general topics,appll.cable to the Ways to Learn/
Teach chialenge.)

USMES teachers can also assist students by making it pos- .

sible for them'to carry out tasks Involving hands-on activ-
iiies. If the children's tasks require them to design and
construct items, guch as Tri-Wall alphabet lettere or a
learning "machine," the uacher should make sure :that they
have access to a DesigWtab--any collection of tools and-
materials kept in a1central location (in part of the class-
room, on a portable cart, or in a separate room). A more
detailed ,description of the Design Lab may be found in the
USMES.Guide.

Valuable as it is, a DesAn Lab is not necessary to begin
work on Ways to Learn/Teach. The Design Lab is used only
when needed, and, depending on the investigations chosen by
the children, the need may not arise at ail.

, In trYing to find the best of three methods for
learning math, one class of priMary students worked
with materials in their classroom. The chilgren'
played math games, completed worksheets, and worked
with manipulative objects, such as a number linef
and had no need for a Design Lab,

- Children in'one sixth-grade class became involveq.
in the Ways to Learn/TeacH challenge through dis-
cussions of ways to learn about.the Metric systep.
Although the schooldid have a fully equipped De-
sign Lab, the Children were able to complete their
investigations within their own classroom. Pre-
study testi were taken, groups were 'formed, and
work was completed by the children before the post-
study test was taken'and the data were compiled and
compared. ,

Student investigations on Ways to Learn/Teach generally
continue until the children agree they have an acceptable
solution to the challenge. Vhe class may decide which



method is.best for short-range learning based on a compari-
son of tfie changes between pretests and postteSts. They may
also.check on which way is best by comparing chantes between-
pretests and retention tests. These compafisons may be made
by using graphs or simple statistics. (A more rigorous
statistical test may be used by older students.) If the re-
sults are Sneonclusive, the class may conduct a survey to
find out which way was liked the most by the students. To

check on individual differences, they might use the same
methods to learn another top( and compare the results of
both experiments.

. USE'OF wAys TO LEARN/TEACH IN Having an Opportunity to direct their own lear ng or to
THE PRIMARY GRADE'S teaCh other students is in exciting prospect for primary

children. They enjoy,the responsibi ty and freedom of ex-
perimenting with different learning te niques, and they
are usually eager to play "teacher" and hare their knowl-
edge with other students. If two classed are simultaneously
worfing on the Ways to Learn/Teach challenge, each class
miy have a different topic and be teachers for one topic and
learners for the other one. -

An introduction to a new topid.or children's complaints
4

of boredom with the usual classroom routine present an ideal
time to introduce the challenge. A lively discussion may
follow the teacher's question, "Can we find an interesting
way to learn this subject that's better than any other way?"
As suggestions are made, they may be listed on the board--'
games, worksheets, manipulative objects, audiovisuals,
practice, copying, etc.

4
To decide on two or three methods,the;-will try out, the

children usually vote. When the list is long, eabh child
can have two or three votes.

The children allow a certain amOunt of time, perhaps one
or two weeks,' to study the topit in their groups. . If they

' are preparing materials themse/ves; they will need addi-
tional time. Children working on games may develop board
games or card games, while a practice group.might make work-
sheets or set up activities using manipulative objects such
as bloeks. Members of an audiovisual group may record das-

, sette tapes to go with drawings-and pictures or they might
borrow related films and filmstrips from the library. Stu-.

dents in a book group might devise lists directing children,
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to pages.of different books, or they might prepare a booklet
of information they have mimeographed.

Because young children have short attention spans, fre-
quent class discussions, held perhaps at the beginning of
each USMES scssion, help them stay on track. During these
discussions deachers often ask how their work is helping
them meet the challenge. Gtoup reporting also gives children
a chance to help each other with problems and allows every-
one to contribute to decision making and planning--"Now that
we've heard from the different groups, nhat .should vze do

now?" 0 1,

Either the teacher or the children may grade the post-
testst When the data are collected, a class meeting is held
to discuss what to do with them. By subtracting pretest
scores from posttest scores,-the children can find out how
qiluch each person gained (or the reverse procedure may be

used for a decreage in points). They then compare the total
number of points gained by each group. If the children Wave
difficulty comparing.the size of numbers, they can construct
a bar graph and compare the heights of the bars.

When groups have different npmbers of members, the chil-
dren may point out that /arger groups will naturally have
larger totallscores. The teacher can explain how to find
an avetage group score and help the children with the di-
vision.

Comparing group averages can also be done without divid-
ing. Thekchildren can be shown how to draw a slope diagram,
plotting ehe size of each group against the total number of
points gained (see example in Glossary). By comparing the
steepness of the lines, the children can rank the groups ac-
cording to their average scores;,the steeper the line, the
higher the average scqre.

NaV experiments may be conductesi as often as the children

wish. Groups may exchange methods or new groups may be
formed. The children may use a new set of spelling words;
new math problems, or another,science topic, or they may try
their methods with a completely diffeTlt subject. For the

final evaluation, a simple survey may be devised to fifid the

best-liked method. Data may be direct* tallied onto a bs
graph simply by stacking blocks ot making tally marks in
labeled columns. The children may alsa present their find-
ings to other teachers and encourage them to use the most
successful methods with their classes.

Primary children, of course, will not work at the same
level as older students; howevet, tleY'can propose experi-
ments, collect and analyze data,Ngid find a satisfactory

't



4. FLOW CHART

solution to the problem. Aside fromcthe specific topic
studied, they also learn and practice, within a real context,
skills and concepts in mathematics, language arts, science,
and,social sci,ence. While working on Ways to Learn/Teach,
primary students improve their interpersonal relationships, .
develop problemsolving abilities, and-realize that they can
have a positive effect on the world in which they live.

The following flow chart.'presents some of the student.
activities--discussions, observations, calculations, con
structions--thatmay occur during work on the Ways to Learn/
Teach challenge. Because each class will choose its own
approach to the challenge, the sequences of events given
here represent only a few of the many possible variations.
Furthermore, no one class is expected to undertake all the
activities listed.

The flow chart is not a lesson plan and should not be
used as one. Instead, it illustrates how comprehensive in
vestigations evolve from the students' discussion of a Ways
to Learn/Teach problem.

21
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Challenge: Find the best way to learn or to teach someone else certain things.

Optional 'Science Topic: Learning 1
Preliminary
Activities:

Possible.

Student
Activities:

9

Class Discussion: What are different ways to learn/teacho(e.g., spelling or
vocabulary words, math or science topic)? What learning methodsThaye we pre-
viously used? Is one way more interesting than another? Which Methods do you
think are best? How can we find out?

.4/
Data Collection: Designing and distributing
questionnaires to find out how classmates feel
about learning methods, to determine methods
they use to study and ways they would like to
try.--

Data Representation: Tallying
survey results.

Data Collection: Pretest\on the
topic b'efore any studying is done.

Data Representation: Preparing
bar graphs, line charts, histograns.

Class DiscusJion: Interpretation of graphs. Selection
of methods to use by consensus, hand vote, or weighted
voting. How will we investigate theqiifferent methods--
e.g., memorization, games, audiovisuals, practical appli-
cation? What is a fair way to choose groups?

Group work on the various methods.

Preparing learning materials.

Using a random selection
procedure to cHoose
groups.

Trial of learning methods.

Making drrangements for teaching
another class. , Deciding how
'eachers" and students will form
groups. Administering)pretest.

a

Data Collection: Taking/administering posttest when group work is comp,leted.

Class Discussion: What shall we db with the test data? How can we find
how much each person improved? How can we cbmpare the progress of different
groups? How can we compare groups of unequal size?

feu
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Data Representation: Preparing charts, bar graphs, histograms, scatter
graphs. Calculating gain of each student. Calculating gain and average
gain of each.group. Drawing a slope diagram to compare groups of unequal
size. Charting results.

Class Discussion: Evaluation and interpretation of data.
Which method works best fib'i most students? Is retention
important'? Do you think the same ordering of groups would
occur if we tried, the methods again? What do you think
would happen if we used the methods for a different sub-
ject? 'Would another class have the same results?

N./

Forming new groups or having same groups
exchange methods to.learn-a-similar topic,
,e.g,,,a new set of speling wofds.

N.1

Taking/administering second post-
test; comparing group ranking on
first'and second posttests. If

order is the.same, checking signif-
icance of results by collegiting
statistical data on possibility of
one, order occurring two times in
a row.

Forming groups to find the
best way to learn/teach a
new subject.

Repeating group work, data coll.ection arid
representation.

Revising materials used
to learn within class to
use to teachlnother A
class.

Designing/administering attitude survey.

er
-,... L. ,Class Discussion: Evaluating ehalts oil different trials. vi4hat conclusions.can lyou

make? Is there any relationsh p betweeili.learning and how well a particular method is
liked? What changes canye =ilea in,the' learning procedures in,'our class?' Tow can we
evaluatkany change in procedurea? Who might be interested in your findings?...

re,

Taking/administering reten-
tion test after one or two
months.

2 Optional

Follow-Up

S.

,

USMES Unit:

Classroom'Design
a

USMES Unit:

Classroom Management

1
Science Topic:
Learning

23
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5. . A COMPOSITE LOG*

:This hypothetical account of an'
intermediate-level c1a4s desori.bas
many of the octivities anc
sionS mantioned in the flok
The,,coiposi,te .log shows 914,y tine
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. , .
' , -' 1..7' s
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During the next session the children review their discus-
sion of ways they learn, andthe teacher then asks whether
they can think of some new wkys-they'would like to try with
their next list of spelling words. Several students have
ideal, which the teacher then lists on the board:

1. Write each word odce and' spell it aloud.
2. Write each word three times and spell it

aloud.

t3. Test each other orally. 4
4. Write each word five times and misspelled '

,words ten times.

The children are then asked to explain how the ways dif-
fer. After a lengthy "discussion they conclude that the four
ways are all variations of the same method--practice. The
teacher asks them to think about ways they have learned
other things. The children say they think they learned to
ride bicycles by just doing it.

After several days of thought the children again discuss
new ways to learn. Using_words in sentences they write,is.
-brought up as another way to learn spelling words, but some
students say that this is also a form of practice. The die-
cussion then centers on different ways to practice spelling
words, and the students list the following ways they night
use:

1. Memorizationspelling each word silently
or aloud without writing it.

2. Writing dawn each word several times without
spelling it aloud; writing missPelled words
several more times.

3. Games--spelling bee.
4. Reading the words in sentences and then writ-

ing each word in,a senteriEe.

Fourth graders in New York City devised alist of
their suggested ways to learn read4ng, Tb find out
what-other-students 'thought aboutthe-mai/Ws, the4-.-
conducted a survey of the sixih, seventh, and eighth
graders and-:theriadded their new suggestions to the
list. (Fra log by Peggy O'Brien.)

During an early dvaluation of thqir Ways to Learn/
Te4tch activities, children In a sixth-grade class



in Boulder, Colorado, realized tha all the.methods
used during their trials were variations of the

, practice method. In the session that followed, the
students developed a list of ways to learn other
than by repeated practice. The list included read-
ing, observation, trial and error, explanation, ex-
perience, and games. (FroM 1974 log by Tom Dumler.)

The students note that tliore may be other ways to learn
the murds, but these are the ways they wish to try. When
the 6acher asks how they will find ()tit which way is best,
one child suggests splitting up into four groups with each
group trying a aiffetent method%, After a short dipussion
of'whether.their grades on this 'set of spelling will be

, counted, the class agrees to form groups.
The next problem then is how to decide on group member-

. ship.. Some students suggest that the teacher choose the
. groups so that all the "good". students won't be in one group.
.gthers want to form groups according to their,normal seating
arrangement, but one girl points out that this may not be
fair bedauselriends sit together. "Let's haVe a' lottery
to dhoose the'groups," says one of theboys-.- Several, chil-
dren don't believe that a random selection will result in
groups that are fair, but they agree to try it.

The eighth-grade teacher in Athen'e-suggestad-that.
,

groups be fvFmed acoordilw to whichever method each
child wantedito use. Th6.5tudents loudly objected;
they felt the groups would not be equal in ability.
They diScussed using their class giades or the re-
sults of a pretest to select equal groups'and fi-
nally asked the teacher to select tip members for
each group, suhjectsto their approval., (See log by
Peggy Neal.)0

In Ocala, Florida, sixth-grade students encountered
problem-when- -they- discavered-that- approximately

two -thirds'of the class wanted,to work in the same
group. They talked about different grouping methods
and finally aqreed to appoint as captains the,five
students with highest class averages. The teacher
supplied the names and each captain selected a learn-
ing method and members for his/her group. (From log
by Quinn Wigging.)

4 5
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After considering various ways to make random selectiont,
the class decides to Out numhers in a bowl and have each

child draw out a number which would range from one throUgh
four and would correspond to one of the ways to learn listed

on the board. "How many of each number will we need?"'asks

the teacher. The children discuss this for a moment. As

there are twenty-six students, there will have to be at
least twenty-six slips, they decide. Dividing twenty-six

by four, they find that seven slips for each number will be
enough because that will provide twenty-eight slips for the

- drawing. Four children volunteer to make the slips for the

next session.
The slips are prepared and put into a box. Everyone

draws,a nuinber and the groups are formed, two with seven

numbers and two with six. Some object to the group in which-
, they have been placed because they want to use a different

method. The dlass decides that the different groups will

remain as they are for now but that they will change the
method they use for the next set of spelling words.

After a lengthy discussion, seventh graders'in,
Athens, aeorgia, agreed to draw lots to'determine

group membership. Twenty-six glips of paper were
prepared --equal to the numberibf students in the
class - -each containing one of the four group names.

Each student then selected one slip from.a box. _A
review of the results indicated that a second round
was necessary --some students had ignored the draw

and switched groups. The second round was more suc-
cessful, and the group assignments were recorded.
(See log by Ida Campbell.)

The discussion now centers on' how to measue the'effects

of each of the ways to learn. To prOvide a basis for judg-

ing the effectiveness of theiedifferent learning,procedures,
the children decide to take a pretest before beginning.
Later, they will take a posttest and compare the results of
the two tests.

The teacher then prepares a list of-TITErling words and
gives the pretest.. the children correct their papers and
rec6rd everyone's score on a tally sheet,.,which the teacher

keeps.

4 r+
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Eighth-graders in,Athens decided Which learning
methods they would use to study percentage and then
todk a pretest. The teacher dorrected the tests
and recorded,the scores ior the children to use
later when they took the.posttest. (See log by
Peggy Neal.)

i 4
Children in the seventh4rade Athens class, who
were investigating the best way to learn.geometry,
bg teaching other students, spent six days, includ-
ing one weekend, preparing materials for their three
teaching sessions. They administered a test, de-
Lsigned by their teacher, at the beginning of the

I
enfirst teaching.session and at the d of the third.

(See log by Ida Campb ll.)

The teacher of a fourth-grade plass in Chicago,
Illinois, asked her students liow thew would know
that they had learned the spelling words during the
week of their trial rather than before the experi-
ment started. Two students simultaneously suggested.
that the class takteatest before and after study-
ing the words. (From log by Kathy Cgagany.),

The next day the children begin shying the word list in
their groups. The Memorization Group sits quietly as each
idember spells the words mentally. Then they go to the rear
o the'room so thae they will not bother the other groups
and begin spelling tach word aloud five times; misspelled
words are spelled'aloud ten times.

The Writing Group practices writing each word at least .

five times. Words misspelled on the pretest are written ten
times. .

The Games Group at first wants to make flash cards with
ihe wordon one side and a picture for the word on the other....
However, one member points out that many words, such as
"wluiiW'don!_t_baNa-a,-crozzaspondingT44-ture,. The, group-tbAn

'decides to have.a spelling bee and asks the ttachet to read
the words for them. When children,misspell a word, ehey are
out of the game, but they must stay and iisten as the others
continue. When only one stddent is left, he or she.is de-
clared the'winner.

The Use Group reads a story contkining the spellin&ords.
"I#

4 ir
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The sentences are passed around the group so that each child
can both read add write several of the sentences containing
hew,words.

After several days of group work the children take a post-
.

test on the spelling words. They correct the papers, and
the scores are recorded on the tally sheet and compared to'
the pretest scores to compute the gain for each person. The
teacher asks whether anyoneknows how to make a picture of

. the results, and one student suggests graphing each person's
gain.

"But how are we going to tell which group.did best?" ohe
child asks. "There are more people in some groups than in
pthers." A classmate suggests finding the average gain for
(each group and graphing that. The class agrees that .this4_

would be another, and perhp% better, Way.to represent,the
data. Because they are not quite sure how to calculate-an
average, theydivide the USMES "How To" Cards. Several stu-

dents who cardivide go to the board, calculate the average
gains','and draw a bar graph ofhe *esulti.

Fourth graders in _Iowa City used three learning
methods to teach gpelling words to third graders.
Pretest and posttest scores were calculated by each
groupdand then gains were displayed on charts and
presented.to the entire class. When the teacher
-asked how all the data from the three groups could
be 'shown on one chart for easier comparison, sev-
eral students used the overhead projector to,ex-

-,plain their ideas. One chart was selected and then
drawn on the...board so that each student could make

a copy. The'teacher held a skill session on graph-
.

ing, and the children trangferred their data to'line
charts and bar graphs. (See log by Florence Duncan.)

.1

Each group of the Sixth gradert in Boulder made a
griPh of their team's 'scores on the pretest. 'llar-

,ious colors or dotted lines,vere uSed*tb-differen-

tiate-each-person-Ls-scorne-gtudent-catglented
that it would be easier to determdne the best im-
provement if all the information wre represented
cn one graph, but a classmate objected, noting r
that such a graph would.be-ektremely confUsing and
.difficult to rgad. Another,stddent suggested that
the average score for each team be calculated and

o.
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graphed. This idea was accepted by'the class and
each team average was entered on the class graph.
(From 1974 log by Tom Dumler.)

Other children ask whether there might be another way to
compare the groupp without dividing to find the averages.
The \teacher explains that they can draw a slope diagram,

,The number of eoup members is plotted alont the horizontal
axis and the total ppints gained by the group along the ver-
tical axis. Lines a*e then drawn from the origin to the
plotted points. By comparing the steepness of the lines,
the Children can easily rank the group averages; the steeper
the line, the higher the average.

With the help of the teacher and the USMES "How To" Cards,
several students try their hand at slope diagrats (see
Figure B5-l). They are happy to see that they achieve the
same ranking as the stud nts who calculated exact averages:
the Writing Group had th best'average, followed by G4mes,
Memorization, and Use.

At the next session te class discusses the signifLcance
of the gainp. Some chi dren think the results'sbow that
some of ,the ways,they tthed to learn.the spelling woras are

better than others. Other children are not convinced. "Why
couldn't it just happen that way?" one asks. They decide
torepeat the entire process with a new list of spelling
words.

. After a pretest, a week of study, and a posttest, ehey
again calculate and graph the average gain for each group.
The groups finish in the same order as they bad previously.
By now, evefyone is convinced that the reaults weren't simply
pure chance.

To demonstrate this, the teacher puts four different-
colored marbles in a box and asks a child to draw them out,
one at a time, without looking. The order is recorded, and
the teacher asks whether it is likely that the'same order
will be repeated if they try the experiment again. The
class says, "No," and repeated drawings prove them correct:
a different order results each time. .

One child asks, "How many ways are there?" and the teach-
er suggests listing them on the board. The class'works to-
gether to figure out the different orders in which the
marbles can be drawn out. First, they list all the ways
if the red marble is first. Next, they list all the ways
with the green marble first, then with blue, and finally
with yellow. When they are finished, they find there are

A riti



twenty-four ways. Thus, they can see that the 'chances of
the same order occurring twice are not very great. (Actu-
ally, the chance is 1/24 x 1/24 = 1/576.)

The reaion for learning to spell'new words is the topic
of the next discussion. The children agree that it is im7-
portant to know how to spell words so that they can write
anytiling they want; therefore, remembering how to spell the
words is important. To see whether any of their learning
methods produces a better memory of ihe new words, the class

'decides that in a few weeks they will take retention tests
on the first two groups of words they studied. Then they
will see whether there is any reordering of the groups which
would show that one method is best in terms of remembering
how to spell.

Two months after completion of the Ways to'Learn/
Teach challenge, the eighth graders in Athens dis-
cussed their study of 'ler cent. The class was asked'
how they thought they would do on a retest - -whether
the results for the four groups would be the same
as on the posttest. The students thought the idea
was interesting and agreed to take a test, similar
to the posttest, to measure their retention of what
they had learned about pegcentage. (Seg./log by

Peggy Neal.)

Some students say that while they would like to continue
with the spelling experiment, they would also like to try
out differe4 ways to learn math, specifically multiplica-
tion. The,rest of'the class and the teacher'agree that.now*

- is a.goodAime for the investigation. As suggestions are
made for/possible ways to learn multiplication,'a student
recordsi makes,a list on the board. Each item is discussed,
andby.consensus, the list is narrowed to the following five
teclyliques;

studying the math book ana-practicing examples
games

audiovisual aide\ (prepared by the class)

/ 1.

./ 2.

3.

4.

' 5.

teacher explanation as usual
practical application

31



Eighth graders in Athens suggested six ways to
learn about percentage. Group discussions led to
the selection of the following Tour methods:

1. playing games
2. using learning centers
3. using tapes and films
4. 'business (practical application)

(See log by Peggy Neal.)

fter investigating differer4 ways tc; learn geometry,

seventh-grade students in the Athens class decided
to apply the same methods to learn their next math
topic - -fractions. TWo other mathematics classes
acted as control groups and *learned the material
using a traditional approach - -textbooks and instruc-
tion by the teacher. A pretest and a posttest were
given to all three classes, and the results were
used to compare the different learning approaches.
(See liog by Ida Campbell.)

4

Because their random selection of spelling groups had
worked well, the children want to hold another drawing, this
time with numbers from.one through five. They aso decide
to use the chance selection to.as ign the methods to the
groups. Numbers from one throug five are placed in the
box, and one child from each gro p, draWs a number which de-
termines the method that group will use. .

Puring the neit session the.teacher administers the pre-
test. The children correct theif papers and repord the
scores.

The.Games Group decides to try sesame modeled after "Con-
centration.ft Cgrds are placed face down and the children'
take turns uncovering two cards at a time. Each time a
child matche' a pair, he/she gets a free turn. The person

1

with the mos pairs at the end of the game is the winner.
(Sample pair orcards are 4 x 8 and 32, 4 x 9 and 36,

_5 x 8 and 40, etc.)
The Tapes and Filmstrips.Group first watch alfilmstrip

on multiplication and discuss the new material.1 Each meMber
of the group then makes up a problem and record* it., along
with an explanation of how to solve it, on a dapsette tape.
Afterwards, the entire group listens to the tafkand works
out each problem.

5 1
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Iv the sixth-grade class in Athens, the Tape and
Film Group spent one session_using_a_cassette re-
corder and worksheet to learn'aout percentage.
The concePts,were'explained slowly on the tape, and

time was allOwed.',for the'children to complete the

pr9blems on an aqcompanying worksheet. In another

s ssion the group "dsed a tape prepared by students

in another math 'class. The tape instructed those 4.:

'listening to study a poster containing percentage
equivalents in fractions and Apcimals. Examples of

ways that eqqivalents would shorten the calculation

time for perentages were explained, and answers to
assigned problem sheets were also recbrded. (See

log by Peggy Neal.)

-

The Practical Artplications Group works with a catalog

to place orders for multiple pWrchases of several items.

They calculate the total for each item and then find the

total cost of their order. Next, they use the price list

from a nearby McDonald's and find the cost of multiple

orders for hamburgers, cheeseburgers, french fries, etc.

33

In the Sixth-grade class in Boulder, the Practical
Application Group learned thd metric system through

the direct use of meter stickS. They measured

items around the classroom.including the chalkboard,
flag, exit sign, room, themselves, and the teacher's

desk. TO avoid conflicting with another group's
method, this group was asked not to use any books. N..,

(See log by Tom Dumler.)

When all the'groups,have had sufficient time tp complete

their work, the teacher administers a posttest. The chil-

dren correct their papers, record their scores, and calcu-

late the average gain for each group. Bar graphs are drawn

to depict the data, and the chiidren discuss the results

for the different methods.
At the next session the teacher gives a new multiplica-

, tion.pretest. The children again gtade ,their papers and

note that this test has fewer ptDblems than 'the firtt one.

The gtoups then begin studying the new problems using their

designated 'methods.
At the end of the week the retention tests on spelling

4
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are given. When the papers are corrected and the scores re
corded, the students find that wfiile the Writing andtames
Groups stayed the same, the Memorization and Usage Groups
changed places. Pbssible reasons for the change are dis
%Kissed, Hit-Ili-ding the idea that perhaps one group didn't try

as hard. They conClude that the first two methods are good
ways to learn spelling words because these two groups were
the top two each time.

.The groups 'complete their work on the new multiplication ,

problems and take the posttest. The students correcttheir
papers, record the scores, compute the average gain for each
group, and make a bar graphOf the results. They immediately
notice that the otder bf the groups has not changed.. They
conclude that the group which had the largest gain each time
probably has found a better way for them,to learn multipli
cation.

During the Uscustion of their results, the children
raise the questiOn of what to do next. They decide they
want to continue their work on math and spelling, but with
each group Using another method. They feel that in this
way each person can find out which method meets his/her own
needs., ,Several students then suggest that they also experi
ment with primary children to find cet which methods work
Abest for them and whether there are differences in the best
way to learn because of age level.

In a first-grade class composed of boys designated
as'slow learners, the teacber introduced a chal-
lenge to find the best way to learn math facts.
Ftom their list of possible approaches, th'e children
chose three methods: Worksheets, games, and manipu-
lative objects. A flve-minute pretest was given by
'the teacher, and the boys spent,about a week working
with Whichever of the 4hree methods they prepared.
After a posttedt, the teacher helped plot 6he gaind
on a humber line. The investigation was repeated
several times during the following weeks. Each time
the boyd were allowed to'select any of the three
methods. In final comparison, the phildren con-
cluded that each peteon learned best when he used a
method he really enjoyed. (From 1976 lpg by Anita

0

Sabol.)
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.6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER
INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS,

, 6

In the Boulder class the students decided they
didn't want to learn another group of spelling
words. Instead, they decided to try to usp their
methods to teach some of their schoolmates. This

led to a.discusSipn of their most successYul method
and why it was so.successful.146(From 1974 log by
Tom Dumler.)

The seventh-grade Athens class changed the focus
of their investigations of the best way to learno %

geometry from learning it by themselves to teach,
ing it to others. The Students asked the teacher
to'help them learn the topic by instructing thes
as usual. Afterwards they returned to their geGups
and used their assigned methods to teach othe't stu-

dents about geometry. (See log.by Ida Campbell.k

Children in the fourth-grade class in Iowa'City,,
wanted to work with other Children to determine
the best way to learn spelling words. A third-
°grade teacher agreed to their regnest and sC.hed-
uled a time for them to meet with her students.
The.class decided that each fourth-grader would -

give a pretest and prepare materials-tCi two 1

third-grade students. (See log by Florence

Duncan.)

04n we find a more inpiresting way to learn

Do people learn/teach things the same way?'

What way do you use to learn or teach someone.something?

Does it mdtter,which way you use to learn/teaph something?

Is one way to learn better than another way? Hat ca,we
find' out?

What information do you need to collect i How cett you get

it?



How will we decide.which learning methods to investigate?

How cen we find out what other children think about the
ways they learn?

How can ypu best organize yourselves to collect the data
you need?!

How cin we make a random selection of people for each
group?- .

What is a good way to'keep. a record of your data?

How can you make a picture of 1or data?

What does the data tell you?

Hou....ean we test how much you remeMber?.

1How can we find out if different ways are better for dif-
ferent people?

How can we 6ompare the results of the different tests if
the total numbers of items on each test is different?

Which test itens show practical application more than the
others?

How can we compare group scores if the groups have differ7
ent numbers of members?

How-can we tell whether the results of the 4roups sheya,
significant difference or whether it was a natter'of -

..

chance? ,
.

1 ,

What does the range of your data tell you?

4 How could you find.out if your method works bes1 to learnt.
teach something else?

How can we find out whip is the most popula1 Is
there any correlation between popularity.and effectiVeness
of the methods?

4

What conclusiona can you make abd4 your inveitigations?
Who tight be interested in your findings?



C. Documentation

1. LOG'ON WAYS TO LEARN/TEACH

by Anita Sabol*

Vista View School, Grades 2-5

Burnsville,'Minnesota
(April -May 1975)

37.

ABSTRACT

Two science classes, containing students ranging in age
from seven to ten years, worked cooperatively on the Ways to
Learn/Teach challenge to find the best way to-learn their
next two areas of studyanimals and inventors/inventions,,,
Both classes used the same two methods=-learning packets and
research materials. Class A prepared lessons on animals for
class B to use while class B prepared lessons on inventors/
inventions for claas A. During their two-month investiga=='
tion, each class spent three forty-five-minute sessions per
week develOping and using learning materials, devising a
pretest and a posttest, and finally coMpiling) graphing,
and analyzing data.

/

During the last quarter of- the semester, I asked students
in two of my scierice classes whether they would like to find
out the best way to learn our next two topics of study: (1)
inventors an&their inventiohb and (2) animals. When both
classes responded enthusiastically, I proposed that "each
clags devise lessons on one topic which would be used by the
opposite class to learn the material. Thus, class A prepared
lessons on animals for class B, aid class B prepared lessons
on inventorslinventions tor class A.

We began our next USMEg session with the children com
piling the following list of ways they ordinarily tithed to
learn something new:

-1: observing 6. writing
2. ,pictures and drawings 7. research
3. TV S. copying.
,4. experimenting 9. asking questions
,5. survey 10. listening to teacher&

Several children also prepared a short survey to determine
which of ihe'se lesrning methods some of their schoolmptes

*Edited by USMES staff
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thought were best. The results stiowed that reading and re-
search were the popUlar choices.

,Planning the experiments involved much discussion. Stu-

dents in class B had difficulty planning how to determine
which group learned more. Their initial suggestions in-
cluded--

1, give a test
2. have a survey
3. write reports
4. see how hard they tried

They decided, as did class A, that a pretest and a pOsttest
would provide the most effective measure. One student noted
that written tests make some children tenserand thus are not
an accurate measure of their knowledge. He suggested giving
an Oral test, and.the class agreed that it could be done if. '
some students requested it. Class B also discusied the
'values of learning in small groups versus large groups but
they postponed anyytecision on grouping until the materials
were,prepared.

One issue concerned fhe form the pretest and the posttest
Should tske. At first most students felt that a separate
teSt,should be given for sach different *ic within the sub-
ject area, for example, the cat family, in entions in the
field of compunications. One student suggested developing
indiVidual packets to use in evaluating progress, but some
classmates-objected; correcting and judging each child.'s
wrk would he-too difficult, they ihought. After fUrifier

deliberation the codsensus was to use the same preteit and
posttest for everyone it a class.

Shildren in'Class A had additional Concerns over the
amount of time allotted for learning the materials becauSe

, secfets1 101.,ihem had to leave class for band. This problem
WAS resolved by.allowing those students to use equivalent
amoun0 of their%free timeto make up fhe work.
: Both clasSes-spent the next several sessions in the

media center locating materials-in an attempt to narrow
the scope of their subjects. ))ne child preparing materials
on inventors/inventions complained, "Almost everything is
an invention!"

T' met with each group-at differehf times during these
sessions to talk about their,progress and their problems and
to help them focus on their tasks. The children individually
composed test queStions on the two subjects and generally
limited the scope to one or two particular animals or inven-
tors/inventions:
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Each class then compiled their questions on'a master list,
discussed each one, and selected the best ones to include

on the tests. They established the following criteria for

evaluating the questions:

1. Questions should be interesting.
2. _Questions should be based on information

most people wouldn't know.
3. Questions should be on information they,

themselves, would like to know.

4. People should be able,to find answers' to

the questions.

ne full session was spent debating the pros and cons of

different group formations. At first it'involved only class
A but quickly spread to class B as well.. Students in class
A had initially decided to group class B students according
to their pretest scores, but this decision did not please
everyone. Same students were adamant that easier work should
be given to younger class members. Others suggested having
students in class B choose partners to teach,, but this idea
was rejected for fear that copying-would result. Still an-

other opinion *as to choose group leaders in class B who
could encourage their group members to work and then report
on the progress of each group. This, too, was refused when

one child pointed out that group leaders would have less
,

time to do their own work.
Decisions on .group formation and,mealieds of teaching/

learning were made at the following sessigp. Children in

class A finally agreed tO select group members randomly.
After examining their pretest questions, they chose to make
the following types of learning matgrials for the other'
class ,to use: (1) reference materials, (2) learning packets,

(3) tapes, and (4) books. Children in class B decided on

two methods for class A to use-I(1) learning packets, and-
(2) reference materials. Thefr'iroups were chosen by draw-

ing names from a box and allowing each child to choose a
grouia.

Both classes extended the number of days for preparing
materials from four to six and shortened the time for teach-

ing the other class. During the preparation sessions many
teaching groups 'had difficulty organizing themselves, but

all managed to get their work done. One girl spent five
hours looking up the answers to her class's pretest and pre-
paring directions for the other class to use.

In class A the group working on the book method had trou-
ble locatitg answers to their questions because many of their

50 0
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Combination Pretest and Posttest on Animals

FIND THE BEST ANSWER. UNDERLINE IT.

1. What is the most famous.member of the cat family?
(lion, tiger, bobcat)

002. How long before kittens open up their eyes?
(about 2 days, about 10 days, about one week)

3. How large can dogs grow? (6 feet, 10 feet, 4 feet)
4. How large can house mice grow? (21/2-31/2 inches,

5-6 inches, 11/2 inches)

5. How many monkeys usually travel together in a
group? (25-30, 200-300, 400-200)

6. Why do people cover bird cages at night? (it's
more comfortable, birds like it, so birds won't
make noise)

7. Three dangerous snakes in the United States are:
(boa constrictor, king python, cobra) (coral,. '

rattlesnake, bull) (water moccasin, copperhead,
diamond back)

8. What Is a reptile? (warm blooded animal, cold
blooded animal, 'Mays slimy)

9. How long can horses live? (10 years. 13 years,
17 years)

10. What is the most common pet snake in the United
States? (bull snake, garter snake, rattlesnake
without rattles)

11. How much do most horses weigh? (300-1,000,
1,000-2,000. 2.000-3,000)

12. Where would you find rabbits homes? (in caves,
--, 'in bushes and woods, near streams)

13. How long do cats live? (8-15 years, not longer
than 7 years, 20-25 years)

14. What are 2 living dinosaurs? (turtle and croco-
dile, blue whale and elephant, shark and crocodile)

15. How many kinds of monkeys exist? (300, 500, two
main kinds)

16. Why do cats sit near doorways without ever being
trained to tit there? (they enjoy that part of

, the house, to go to the batteom, they like door-
ways)

17. What kind of cat doesn't have a tide (Calico,
Persian, Manx)

18. What is a DoDo bird? (a bird the size of a
turkey, a bird the Aire of a robin, a.very mean
bird)

20. Why art DoDo bird's *extinct? (they died of a
di , they couldn't find enough food, People
liked to eat then)

21. Why'do animal* grow?' (they Want to, in order to
live and take care of themselves, it is easier to
do things that way)

22.

23.

.24.

25.

26.

27.

;11!

30.

What is the fastest kind,of horse? (Palomino,

Hustang, Arabian)
What is the longest snake in the world? (boa

constrictor, bull, anaconda)
Why do skunks have a smell. (they_goet it after
they were born, they like it, for protection)
Why do some animals kave shells and others don't.
(because the air hurts them, for special protec-
tion, because they get sick without shells)
How do camels live in the desert? (they are born
in the desert, they prefer the desert, they store
food and water in their stomach and humps)
How many kittens are in a litter? (around 13,
usually 5 or 6, usually 9 or 10)
A dolphin is a (fish, reptile, mammal, insect).
How longs do monkey's live? (5 years, 20 years,
11 years)

ANSWER THIS QUESTION
Give three ways in which snakes are useful.
1.

2.

3.

Figure CI-1

This,test.has been typed verbatim from the children's copy.



CoMbination Pretest and Posttest on Inventions

UNDERLINE THE BEST ANSWER

1. When was the fist atom bosh made? (1p00-1910,
1940-1950, 1960-1970)

2. When was dynamite invented? (1967, 1500," 1709)
t3. Who invented the wireless telegraph? (John Kay,

Marconi, David Bruce)
4. When were escalators invented (1800, 1900, 1950)
5. Who invented T.V. and when was it invented?

(Thomas Edison and Patrick Delany in 1910, John '

Wilson and Daniel Cooper in 1847, John Baird and
Charles Jenkins in 1925)
Who invented the polaroid camera? (Robert White-
head, Lee De Forest, Edwin Land)

7. Who started antiseptics? (Sir Isaac Newtoni
James Gregory, Joseph Lister)

8. What did Luther Burbank discover? (new plants,
sewing machine, spinning wheel)

9. When was tilt first bike invented? (around 1400,
around 1600, around 1800)

10. Who discovered circulation? (William Smith, Robert
'Fulton, William Harvey)

11. Who invented the piano? (Isacc Adams, Bartholomew
Cristofor, Robert Hoe)

12. Who discovered radium? (Fred Hatch, Madam Curie,
Thomas Saint)

13. Who invented the'fountain pen? (Louis Waterman,
'Charles Goodyear, Samuel Hiller)

14. Who invented the record? (John Street, Samuel
Morse, Thomas Edison)

15. When were rockets first invented? (1673, 1889.
1232) in China?

16. Where was the thermometer invented? (France, -
America, Italy)

17. Who invented dynamite? (Alfred Nobel, J.F. Schultz,
Hiram Maxim)

18. Who invented bifocal gl ? (Thomas Davenport,
Ben Franklin, Hohn Holland)

19. Who discovered vaccine for smallpox? (George
Swint, Max Mason, Edwatd Tanner)

20. What d John Finch invent? (steamship, thermom-
eter, telescope)

21. What did Alexander Graham Bell invent? (clock,
radio, telephone)

22. When was the ftrst printing begun? (600, 1440,
1776)

23. Who made the first movies? (Michael Faraday, Jean
Le Brio, Thomas Edition)

4

24. What did Horse invent (a telegraph, a microscope,
a code)

.25. Who invented the telescope? (David Rittenhouse,

Henry Ford, Eli Whitney)

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
26. Why do people invent?

27. How 8people invent?

28. Give 2 Inventions of Idison
1.

2.

Figure C1-2

This test has been typed verbatim from the children's copy.

r* '
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ideas for questions had originally otheJrom the encyclope-
dia. To ease their problem, they obtained permission from

the Reference Materials Group.to encroach on their territory
by using a series of animal books set up in the reference
room.

Several sessions later students in class A met to examine
their efforts. Both the Tape Group and Book Group were hav-
ing considerable difficulty preparing materials. By a ma-
jority vote the class decided to merge these groups; thus,

\ tapes and learning packets became one group and books and
refeKence_materials-the second group-

Children in both classes duplicated their own materials
and were fascinated by the process. To save paper, I en-
couraged them to share duplicating masters so they could
duplicate complete pages. Generally there was an atmosphere
of support among children in both classes. As one group
completed work, members joined another group to aid them.
I was delighted.with the response of the younger children,
especially the second graders who uged many reference books,
including The Guinness Book of World,Records and the Lincoln
iibrary. Only a few students in each class did not actively
participate.

I called the classes together to talk about the tests
they had prepared. 'Because their questions were open-ended,
I suggested adding several answers to each question to make
multiple choice tests,'which would make data handling easier.
The children agreed that it would also be easier to choose
from predetermined information than to come up with the _lit

answers from their heads. Copies of their combination pre-
tests and postests are shown in Figures C1-1 and C1-2.

Early the next week, the children were divided according
to age and then had their names drawn so that they could
select groups in which to work. Both classes had decided
earlier that each group preparing a packet of materials
would include children at.all age levels and that each group
studying a packet would be of.the same age. After this was
completed and the pretests were administered (in some cases
the questions were read aloud for those who lied difficulty
reading then, the children spent five sessions working in
their groups with the prepared materials. (Samples of,pa-
terials prepared,by different groups can be seen in Figures
C1-3, C1-4, and Cl-5.)

Complaints from both classes centered on the latk of
ofganization and difficulty in reading thewriting.in some
of the materials. One dhild said he felt it was impossible

Figure C1-4

to answer some of the questions.
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Later both classes spent an hour and a half discuasing
01-e-results of their learnineteaching\experiment, scoring

the tests, and organizing the data.* Because of scheduling
conflicts, the classes met separately.

Meeting with the children in class B, I asked how we
could show on the board which method of learning was better
--both classes had used the same two methods, learning
packets and reference materials. Approximately half the
students were familiar with graphs, and many children had
suggestions. One idea was to place the number assigned to
each child, instead of the name, along the vertical axis
and the number of points each child received along the hor-
izontal axis. As all scores had been determined on the
basis of incorrect answers, it took additional calculations
to determine the number of correct answers each,child had.
The class decided to plot both the pretest and the posteest
score for each child'in different colars.

Members of the Research Group finished their graph, but
those in the learning Packet Group complained that the method
was too time consuming. I challenged them to think of an
easier, way to graph the data. Several children suggested
finding the difference between the pretest and posttest
scores and adding up the totals for each group. My sketch
of the graph t4t was made on the board as a result of this
discussion is shown in Figure C1-61

After completing the graphs, the children added the total
points gained for each method. I then explained averaging,
and together we averaged the scores for the topic of animals:
research--5, learning packets-41/2. One child announced.he
didn't understand why the Packet Group did not have a higher
average score because it contained two 12s and one 9. A
classmate pointed out that the group also had some minus
points and that many children had low scores which accounted
for the low group average. Several students were surprised
that some children had very few wrong answers on the pretest
and only a few more right on the posttest although they had
worked quite hard; on the other hand, others got up to
twenty wrong on the pretest and gained many points on the
posttest.

The children in class E. decided that there had not been
much difference-in using either method but felt that their
learning would improve if they were allowed to choose the
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*Test acorles were not made available.--ED.
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method they liked best.* Some students stated that packets
were more fun but that several questions had been "dumb" and
difficult to read. Students in the Research Group had simi-
lar comments and an additional complaint of incorrect list-
ings of pages to read. They noted that there was an advan-
tage to the research method in that many interesting bits of
information were learned while looking up the specific facts.
I asked the class to think about whether they had learned
more as facilitators preparing materials on inventors/inven-
tions, as learners studying about animals, or the same for

both. At first a show of hands produced the following re-
sults:,

As Teachers

6

N

The.Same As Learners

15 0

I then asked whither the children preferred to make their
awn decisions about learning or have a teacher direct them.
A show of hands produced the following breakdown:

Children Directing Teacher Not Sure
and peciding In Charge

12 7 2

As teachers and facilitators they said they learned that
a teacher--

1. must lit up i lot of information

2: must be accurate about what is written down

3. might have trouble with the "ditto" machine

4. must be careful not to write too small, too
close, too light, or too dark

-

Several children admitted that their group had "goofed up"
some of the papers they prepared for the other class.

On the following day, I met with students in class A.
We began by discussing the second gtaph that class B had
made. We noted how close the scores were, and the children
agreed with class B that both ways seemed about equally good. ,

I then showed them a distribution graph of the scores of

*The children might design a survey that would,indicate
whether the other class felt that a methodyas funy slightly
interesting,.or boring.--ED. ,
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class B,(see Figure C1-7). After examining the graph, the
childreri concluded that because more students were in the
middle for research, perhaps research was the better method
for learning about animals.

Many children in class A needed additional time to take
the posttest and have it scored by a classmate., While this

,was beingAone', the other students began to work on graphing
-.4.1.11.sheets. Then with all the test results compiled, the
childten,decided to draw-on the board a bar graph for each
group showinmpoints gained from pretest to posttest" (See

--facisimilies reproduced in, Figures C1-8 and C1-9.)
When the graphs had been completed, the children added

the points and divided by.the number of students in each
group',to come up with the average number of points gained--
4.7 for learning packets and 3 for research. Not contentto
stop at this point, they also decided to make a distribution

:-graph and another bar graph.* (See facsimilies reproduced
i&Fi.gure cl-lp.).

't We then Calculated how mudh 6f the positive end we would
have'to take off in order to make up for the negative scores.
Next, we,diiiided the graphs in the cehter and came close to
the averages of 411 points and 3 points.

Ielith only a few minutes left, I asked the childrento
vote on the same two issues that class B had voted on'. The

,'..results are shown below.

, As Teachers The Same As Learners

4, , 6 15,
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Children Directing Teacher ,Not Sure
and Decidin3 In Charge
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!,

despite the scheduling difficulties and lUickened Pace as
ilhockl drew to a close, the chiliren.remained enthusiastic

Andmptivaiedthroughout their investigations.
,

,

;

. _
,

y.*The two classes miglIt compare the results.on tLe two topics
and:diecuss Whether One 'Method might be better for one
topic and anotheilppethod better,for another topic.--ED.
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2. LOG ON WAYS TO LEARN/TEACH

by Florence Duncan*
Etnest Horn School, Grade 4
Iowa City, Iowa
(April-May 1975k

ABSTRACT
This class of fourth-grade students met two or three

times per week to apply the Ways to Learn/Teach challenge
to their study of spelling words. They began by designing
and constructing teaching "machines." After several ses-
sions the focus of their investigations changed po teaching
spelling words to a third-grade class. The fourth graders
divided into three groups - -Teaching, Practice, and Games-,-

.

and prepared appropriate materials which they used to teach
the wordq to the younger children. Pretests and posttests
were administered and the data were tallied, organized, and
dsplayed on charts and graphs. An analysis of the results
showed that the practice method had been most effective.

In April, when I met a new group of fourth graders for
the first time, we began our meeting with a short.get- .

acquainted game. I followed the game with a discussion of
learning, asking such general questions as, "What new things
have you learned this year?" "What new things have you
found it hard to learn?...easy to learn?...enjoyable to
learn?" There was a good response to these questions from
everyone and a lively discussioriensued of What things made

,.v.learning interesting, easy, difficult, or boring.
During the next session we reviewed our discussion. Then

I asked the Children whether they would be interested in
trying out some of their suggested methods to learn spelling
words and to determine whether one way was better than
another. The class developed a list of ways to learn spell-

(' ing which I recorded on the board as follows:

1. words flashed on a screen
2. write the word times

3. read and study
4. make sentences using words
5. write definitions .

6. posters

*Edited by USMES staff

to'i 4

7 write a story
. practice test

9. crossword puzzle
10. spelling bee
11. spelling tape
12. slide projedtor
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Three items--write definitions, write a ,tory, and crossword
puzzle--were challenged by the chaidren as being really help-
ful'in learning to spell words.

We began our next session by discussing the advantages
and disadvantages of the various me!hods of learning spell-
ing words. The children unanimously dccided onfa pretest
and posttest to help them determine the best method and I
chose.the following ten words from a list designated as the
500 most misspelled words:

1. escape 6c paralyze
2. luxuries 7` concern
3. mosquitoes 8. stubborn
4. neighbor 9. across
5. occurrence '10. discuss

Everyone agreed that this would be a good spelling list to
usel

During the next several sesslons the children focused on
learning to spell the words by using various teaching aids.

,Before they began their work, I gave them an-oral pretest.
Their designs of teaching aids included different types of
spelling boxes with paper threaded through them on which
the words were ler44ten. One child expressed concern.that
they needed to know their words in order to make spelling
machines. Others in the class disagreed, stating that this
would give such projects an advantage in leirning the words.
Aftpr much discussion and questioning over a period of sev-
eral class sessions, I asked the children whether they would
be more interested in trying to teach the spelling words to
other students; they responded enthusiastically.

To begin our new challenge--to teach the ten spelling
words to others--we had to reorganize our earliet,list of
ways to ltarn spelling to eliminate"Overlap. We nairowed
the twelve ways to three--practice, teaching, and gaies.
Qne student volunteered to ask two other teachers if-we
could enlist ttleir classes in the experiment. The second/

third-grade teacher whom they aaked agreed to,let my class
visit her students the next day to explain the project and
administer the pretest.

The rest of the day Was spent in forming the three dif-
ferent groups and in planning activities touse in the
experiment. At the end of-the session the children met as
a class to hear reports from each group. Members of the
Game Group reported that each child would make a different
game to use with the third graders. The Practice Group



.

decided on several different practice activities: (1) write
the word forty timed, (2) write a sentence containing ihe
word ten times, (3) use a prepared spelling tape, and (4)
say the word and spell it twenty-five times. Children in
the Teaching Group reported that they were going to have a
spelling bee, a very popular small group activity in our
intermediate spelling classes. In addition, they agreed to
use fiash cards to teach the children the words. ,

A quick planning session was held before going to the
primaiy unit the next day. Two dt6dents volunteered to ex-
plain the project to the second and third graders, and I
asked how they planned to take care of the differences in
class size. After a head count showed that there were
twentyrfour primary children and twelveof us, my students
agreed that each fourth grader would test and prepare ma-
terials for two:students.*

The explaUation and pretest went smoothly, and we re-
turned to our classroom where we checked and discussed the /

pretests. The class decided that each of the three groups '

would.chart its own scores. I asked the students how they
could keep from hurting the feelings of the secohd and
third graders who had missed many words. They suggested
using numbers rather than names.

Before the session ended we agreed to devote two class
sessions to the preparation of materials. Those students
who completed their preparations early helped others to
finish. One of my students, who was just learning to speak
English, aldo participated in the experiment. He was aided
by classmates who helped him learn to pronounce and spell
the words correctly.

On the predetermined day my students went to the primary
classroom, and each joined the two studentshe/she had pre-,
tested. They immediately began working on the spelling
words using the methods they had-prepared. Although a few
groups sat around desks, most sat on the floor. Their con-
centration appeared intense and their behavior was excellent.
One third grader challengea our spelling of one word because
he had looked it up in an unabridged dictionary and found it
spelled differently. We stopped to check the dictionary and
discovered that both spellings were listed--mosquitos ana
mosquitoes.

My students.returned to the pribary room on another day
to administer the posttest. Several primary students had to

*The children might discuss how the sedond and third graders
.dhould be distributed among the differenE"-groups.--ED.

"'46
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have their posttests sCheduled for another time because
C\ they were out of the building.

When the data were collected, we spent three class ses-
1/10 sions analyzing it. Each group prepared a chart of their

0 '0 data, which they brought to a full class discussion. (See
Games chart in Figure C2-1.) A spokesperson for each group

3/\
5

presented the chart to the class and led a discussion of theh, °e,
datd.

When the reports were completed, I asked the children to
C devise one chart to show the totals of all three groups so

that we could easily compare them. I set up the overhead
projector, and several students came up and proposed charts,

2 2 drawing them as they talked. The class was actively in-
volved in making suggestions andtasking questlons. The
final chart was written on the board, and each student made
his/her own copy. (An example of their charts can be seen
in Figure C2-2.*)

I held a skill session on graphing, and then the students
prepared line charts and bar graphs of the total pretest and
posttest scores as well'as the gain for each group (see
Figures C2-3, C2-4, and C2-5). The graphs clearly showed
that the children who had learned the spelling words through
practice made the greatest gains.**

,44
TwesN E've-

Figure C2-1
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Figure C2-2
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*The students might discuss how a difference in the size of
the groups would affect their analysis of the results: To -

compensate for this difference, the students might find
the average gain for each group and compare these averages.
If students have trouble dividing, slope diagrams can be
constructed to show the comparison of the ratios of total
scores to number of people in the groups.--ED.

**The students might find out whether the second and third
graders liked learning spelling words in the way they were
taught. A simplesurvey could be designed to find out
whether the students were very interested, somewhat inter-
ested, or bored.--ED.
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3. LOG ON WAYS TO LEARN/TEACS:, .

.by Thomas Dumler*
Jaeatherwood School, .G'rade dig

1:oulder; Colorado

(April-June 1973)

^

a

ABSTRACT
In this sixth-grade class the Ways to Learn/Teach chal-

lenge was applied by the children to their study of the

metric system. The class agreed to take a pretest and a

' posttest to facilitate evaluation of their investigations

of four methods: (1) memorization, (2) reading and research,

(3) teacher-taught, and (4) practical application. Students

discussed the importance of group selection and formed
groups on the basis of their preference for a given learn-

ing method. After several weeks of group work, the poittest

was iaken. Papers were scored, averages were calculated,
artd comparisons of pretest and posttest results were made.
The children converted the%raw scores to percentages and
computed gains and losses.,h They discussed their findings
and cited possibje reasons that some gropps had performed

better than others.

51

After a discussion of the ways in Which learnin% could
Occui, my sixth-gr#de class accepted my challenge to find
the best way to learn their next math topic--the metric sys-

tem. The class had already taken a pretest on the metric'
sYgtem, and the students agreed to take a posttest test
after their investigations were completed to facilitate a
"before and after" evaluation,.

During the next session the class decided to work in four
groups, each investigating a.different method of learning:
(1) memoriiatior, (2)'reading and research, (3) teacher-

taught, and (4) practical appliCation. To insure good re:.-

sults, the class decided that the membership of each group
should be as'even as possible. As there were twenty-four\

students in the class, they determined that each group would

have six members. Children were.assigged to groups accord-
ing to their preferences which Were expressed:by a ballot

vote.**
The group of students working on the research and reading

*Edited by USMES staff

**GrOups might be forted by random se/ection or by using

the results of the iretest. Otflerwise, one group may be

composed ofchildren. who learn faster than others.--ED.



Test on Metric System

True or FalseWrite the complete word.

1. A centimeter measures weight.

2. A gram measures weight.

3. A centimeter is smaller than, a kilometer.

4. A kilogram is 100 grams.

5. A meter has ten centAmeters in it.

Fill in the blanks.

1. A cubic centimeter measures

2. A meter has 'decimeters in,it.

3. A kilogram is grams.

4. A liier has cubic cèntimeters.

5. A is similar to a mile.

6. A is similar to a yard.

7. There are centimetera in h meter.

8. There are centimeters in a Ailometer.
I

9. There are decimeters in a meter.

0. There are decime.iers in a kilometer.

Tell all you know,about the metri. system Use the

back of the 'page.

figure C3-1

method began b brainstorming topics to research and listing

possible refere ces. Sources included the encyclopedia

(World Book), bo s listed in the card catalog in the li-
brary, and flip s ips. During their research, they were

asked not to do a problems or use meter sticks because
this would confl ct with another group's method.

The Practical Application Group was to learn themetric
system through the direct use of meter sticks. They com-
piled a list of things to measure in the room including the
chalkboard, flag, exit sign, room dimensions, themselves,
and my desk. This group was asked not to use any books.

Children in the Memorization Group were instructed to
use only mathematics books for-their study. They Looked up

a metric table in one of their books; one child began to
read the quite lengthy chart aloud and was met with groans
from his classmates. I suggested that the group consider
using flash cards.to aid them in their task.*

The six students in the Teacher-Taught Group were going
to be taught the metric sistem by me according to informs-
'tion in our math book. They began by defining a list of
terms which included decimeter, kilometer, liter, and-gram.
They were then asked to define centimeter and to detertind
the number of centimeters in.a meter.

Group work continued ior several weeks. Students in the

, Practical Application Group measured-objects both in the
classroom and around the school. First, they measured the
items in feet and then converted their measurements to the
metric system. Group members estab ished the procedure of
estimating before measuring. Then, once the measurements ,

were taken, the actual measurements were,compared with the
estimates ..fOr accuracy.

The Teacher-Taught Group worked on problems from a math

book. They were encouraged to consult with each other when-
ever they rad into difficulty. I also spent several ses-
sions with them discussing the metric siatem in terms of our
money system. The Reading and Research Group divided; some
students worked in the library, while others chose-to remain
in the room to copy conversion charts from the encyclopedia.
The Memorization Group devel.oped and used flash cards such

as "a centiliter = ? of a liter." The questions were on

one side, and the answers were on the reverse side. Several

members also prepared equivalence dharts to be used by the
group.

*The.studenis might be asked to suggest ways to facilitate

memorization.--ED;.



Fill in.

1. 200 centimeters .. meters. decimeters.

2. 2 kilometers . centimeters . meters.

3. 15 decameters . meters m millimeters.

4. 12 millimeters . decimeters hectometers.

5. 21 meters kilometers . millimeters.

or:

fill in the missing parts of the chart.

kilometers 4 .2
ep

16
r

'decameters 400. 't

-

,

N,...t.

. 200
'

4,200

deciM'eters 16,000

/centimeters 70,000

...... °

Mt

1,600,000
. .

3

Eigure C3

The posttest was given to the class in early June. Each
section was carefully explained, and everyone had an equal
amount of time to complete,the test. (A copy of the post-'
test can be seen in Figures C3-1 and C3-2.) The tests mare,

marked by the Children during the next session. The name
of each child was recorded on the board along with his or
her'pretest,and posttest scores; they were arranged accord:-
ing.to .the groups in which they worked.

To facilitate the comparison of the groups, group aver-'
ages were calculated for both the ptetest and posttest. The

average scores were then converted to percentages with the
pretest and posttest percentages subtracted to determine the
amount of improvement or loss. The results are shown below.

Pretest
percentage correct

Posttest
percentage correct.

Percentage
improveMent

.Reading and 30% 53% 23%
Research

4

Memorization, 48% 59% 11Z

Practical 42% 70% 28%

Application

Teadher-Taught 36% 48% 12%

We discussed the results of the children's /tvestigatiOns,
noting that the Practical Application Group had made the
greatest overall improvement, followed by the Reading and
Research Group. I asked the Children why they thought that

',the,4eacher-Taught Group,and Memorization Group scored so
much rawer than the other two groups. The class responded
that these.methods.weren't as much-fun,and perhaps they had
"goofed off." Students in the 'Practical Application Group
thought that they had done well becauge they were, working
...with "equipment," which made the subject matter easier to
learn. The Reading and Research Group noted that they had
enjoyed being able to work independentfY with a variety of
printed materials and illustrations.*

*The students.might discuss whether another test should be
given at a later date to check retention of th4 leatning.
They might then chooke another topic for inyesti.g4tion and

choose groUps so that they could compare methods of learn-
ini for each individual as well asscomparing group reiults.
--ED.

.81
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4. Lop ON.WkS,TO LEARN/TEACH

y Idit Campbell*
Hilsman HiAdle School, Grade 7
Athens, Georgia'
panuary4farCh.:1,75)

C

a

/

,

.4B.ITRACT.I ; .

:..Ftuden'0 in this sevenf.h-'rad1 hematics class Vegan
..thetir inveStigation of the Way.s,tOT, n/Teach challenge as
they ireparect-t6 *Yearn a new-tápic of study--geometry, They
determine4 which methods to include 2n-their experiment,and
then agreed.to draw lotsto,formieveral groups- jlfter<two
frustritingessions were.spent trying to prepate'materfials
to learn a subject they,didnot know,'the class deciaed'to
refocuS their inveStigatiop-and.finl...the best way,to learn
geometry.by teaching,it" to other", %The studentS Were first
tayght the-topic by,their,,,beachOr and.then they worked'in,/ .

*groups to prepare material's for-each me'thod. 'The childrgn
helds4veral teachinf'sessiOns"with.sixth graders. Pretests
4,nd posttestt weze,damipiistred,and scored, and the. data

wee represented'on'graphs.:..Each!qionp determined both the

.
'gains tior itt:stiedentsanortlie'ave;age gain for the group
and used.thedaWto deCide whiOh methocrwas best. Self-
evaluations were i;Titien.:and the sixth4gr4de students were
'also surveyed for their evaul-ations, of the techniques. Dur-
ing if:6 lasE.two months o4-the'school year this class mai .
challenged to-'ilse di.fferent learnie4 methods to,score a

'higher class...average :6-'ihe study df fractions than twee',
,

other cidsses.

o

--

During a deasion in"Which mY clasl was scliedUled to begin.
study.ing geametryi,I chalienged the students to'find.the .

beit way for ourclasst,o learkth nel:/.topic. This sug-. .

,.

' .*gestion wasmet with quiet apprehension because the children
, ..,were,hot sore wliat i mean, and they knew,very little about -:
e geometry. Theif,interest grew pteaaily as we discussed'the .

.chállenge. -One student actea as recorder for the class and
'list;i1 their ideas. The class quicklyidecided-tobreak.intO.
gtoups io'Vote on the best way to'learn geqietry. One c aq

...

g 4 you knew nothing. I'suggested holding a
Maie.uoted What he obeirved.to be a fallacy: Aeting on s.
thing about whi

,..btainseorming seasion,-and. the staitants came up with methods
that We could use to:learn pometry:

,
...

.

*Edited,by VSMES staff C-
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1. learning centers
2. experimenting
3. boards and nails ("hands-on")
4. games-

5. field trips

6. speakers
7. math book instruction

After much discussion the list was narrowed ta four items:
(1) learning centers, (2) games, (3) hands-on activities-,
and (4) textbook with instruction-

1

The next topic disdussed was group,selection. The chil-
dren immediately.rejected a classmates suggestion that I

. select the grtups. One student sai4 that it was-important
that the "smart" people not end up in the same gtout, because
that group would have an unfair adVintage over other groups,
regardless of fhe method used. /be rest of the class agreed
an0 added;s requirement that the gropOs be equal in number
.of members as Well as in mathematical ability, if at all pos-
sibla4.

After a .fUrther discussion, one child sdggested drawing

.166:3-io determine .group membership. Because there were
twenty-siiCchildren in the class and four groups, it was de-
tided' that.two.groups would have, six memhers and two groups

:Iwou14;haveseven. Twenty-six slips of paper' were prepared,

'each crintaining one of the four group names. These slips
,:were,:placed in,a box, and,each student drew odt one. 'A stp=
dark retorded the membership of each group on the board as,

. eath child:read his/her assignment.*
: .When, I looked tverffie list after class, it became ob-

vious thataamit studentp had chosen the group they wanred,
: diSregarding the paper !selected. At the next session we re-

: :

ylewed the results of the group.selection, and the children
alst.noted that th4 makeup of.the groups. didn't conform to

.'their plans.' We detided to ;repeat the procedure- Thasecond-
round.was, successful, with no children switching groups.

The clasa then talked about some of'the logistics of work-

;

.irT.in small groups. .Oile student pOinted opt that same- '
,

.groups would be noisier than otheva; he sdgiested' that they
work,in the hall. A. Claissmate disagreed; the hall woul4 be

itori iOpriogriaee for 'the quieter'groups, hq thought, because

..theyvoul4 be less likely to' diSgdrb'Other classes.
. . . . . .

. :

.

,Ilt.Asygd tiaiing the group selection, the clasS might prep-

'.par.Otwqntyight slips, Seve1 :14;,each 0.'04.four grog*
jp4y.i.eweAtyrsiA would be dratfc

-
: -
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At my suggestion, the studen4discussed the idea of a
pretest. They agreed it would be a good source of data and
would enable them to evaluate progress if they mails a com-
parison with posttest scores. Their only stipulation was
that pretest scores not be counted in their grades.*

The students met in their groups to begin planning how '
they would use their methods to learn geometry. Because
they were unfamiliar with the subject, they soon concluded
that it would be difficult to make much headWay. Therefore,

they decided to get an'overview of geometry by studying
their math texts. Nevertheless, frustratiOnbegan E0 build
as the'students tried to apply their limited,knowledge to
specific learning activities.

After two.periods of little progress, I Cahed the greoups

to a general meeting, and together we worked out a better
plan.of action. We discontinued the challenge of having the
children find the best way to leatn geometry on their own;
instead, they would find the best way of learning geometry
by teadhing it to another class. First, I weuld instruct
our class, and then when the students had,d,goOd knowledge

.
of geometry, they would work in their four groups to deviee .

activities to use'in teaching others unfamiliar with the '.
subject. In that way), we could still evaluate which methOd
of learning geometry.was best. The childien.werd'extieMely

/. pleased with their plan.. Their enthusiast.returned and'

,. Continued to be high.
When the studY of geometry was complettd, the. children

once again met in theirgroups and acquainted deyeral new
students with their activities. DiscuSsions fOcused on the
following questions I had written on the board. :

, .

'

1. Wliat geptetry ao we know?
2. Do we want to try...to teach all we:know to

the sixth graders in three ;TTY's?. .

.3. If ndt, what specific things'do we want to
teach? ' I,

4, Should every'group 'teach the Same hine
%

Toward, the end of the session
t

theftt.4.4 clas met, and
I'read aloud the notes of each group's discpssion. Question

. ' .

*The students might use the pretest scores to form balanced '

groups;---ED.
:

**A class discussion of whatAh groups were to do might
bri4 out the same ideas.--gED. ,.=.

; J
. .,

,

/ 4:- 1
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four, "Should every group' teach the same thing?" prompted a
lengthy discussion. One seudent stated that if one group
taught easier things, their "students" would make higher
scores. A classmate suggested having each group.teach dif-
.6rent things With the sixth-graders rotating from group to
group, thereby.learning everything. I'asked the class .

whether this rotation method would hefp us meet the chal-
lenge of finding the best way to teach'geometry. One boy
replied we could simply ask the sixth-graders which method
had been-othe best way to learn. Another youngster, phying
close attention to the conversation, observed that if the,
sixth-graders went to different groups each day, the end .

result would be a combination of all methods or more like a
learning center. Voicing,his agreement, another child added
that sixth.graders might choose one method ac best just be-
cause theY enjoyed it more than other ethods.* The class
considered all the comments.and then deTaThat the groups
would use their different methods to teach the same lesson.

Before ending the session, I asked the children what kind
of data we would need to support our choice of the best
method. One student made two suggestions.that weri accepted
by the class. Tfiey were (1) to give the sixth graderea pre-
test to find out WhUt they knew before our lessons,.and (2)
.to conclude the teaching sesions with a posttest to find

,
out what they had ,learned.

Choosing the topic to teach the sixth graders was our
next concern. The Phadren referred to their math textbooks ,

and as'they called but items they considered important, a
itudent recorded the information on thelmard. When the '

list waS completed, the children were surprised--everything
they had.Utudied about geametry yus included. One student
remarked that,the class had spent several weeki learning
abbut everything on the list but)that they would have only
three sessions with,the sixth graders. A yussmate came up
with the idea of teaching the Binh graders only "a little"

' and letting'them teach eaph other the rest. However, an-
other child reminded everyone that having them teach each
other was not the papose of the challenge.

. ,

a

t refocused ttention on the list of tOpics by asking the
students what thy felt we shbuld do with such a comprehen-
sive.list. One y ungster stated that the class should teach
ogly the'main points. ',,,She noted that What needed to be done

was to.go through the liii and sort items according toltheir
4 st,

*The clOs Might consider whether enjoyment,Of a.methbd
could be one Crireribn for judging a given method. --ED.

Orl ,
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importenCe. That plan was aicepted. The class voted on
each item and those redeiving a majority of the votes became
the topics they would teach. The final list is sholm below,

1. symbols
2. 'congruent angles
3.. bisecting
4. planes

. 5. A6jacent-
6. yoints.and lines
7. right angles
8. vertical
.9. acute and obtuse
10. 'supplementary
11. verfex
12. perpendicular
13. measuring angles
14. cqrrespond
15. interior and exterior

Several students were concerned'that,some of the topics
would be too difficult for the sixth graders, but other stu
dents retorted that it was not fair to prejudge their abil
ity. As the class ended, I asked the children io some to
the next meeting with specific ideas on how their group
could teech the ebpics.

School schedulee limited the teaching preparation time to
six days, including one weekengl. Therefore, much of the
work hhd to be done out of class wTth class time used Tor
discussions and decision making. Every student copied the
final list a's a guideline to.use at home. The class de6ided
that I would design the pretest and the posttqst.
, At our ngxt meeting the children immediately organized
their groups to discuss each member's ideas,Ato make final
plans, and tb divide ehe tasks among group members.
visited each group and offered the followidg reminders:

1. tsgalass time wisely--,make decisions Tic-the
. group and assign tasks tO'be done at home:
2. Keep the list of things to be yught in front

of you...1 As each person explains his/her ideas,
.

sk yodiese4-- *

'Does it teach what'we want it to teach?
Does it.use.our teaching time to.the
best advantage?

A

0

f
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Pretest

1. With your ruler, draw an obtuse angle.

Then construct, using a compass and ruler,
a congruent angle.

2. With your ruler, draw an acute angle. Then
construct,' using a compass and ruler, a
congruent angle. Bisect both L's.

3. Draw a pair of adjacent L_Is. Label them
L-ADC and L-COX.

4. Draw a pair of supplementary 1-'s. Label
them L 1 and 42. Construct, using compass
and ruler, an L. which is supplementary to Z. 2.

5. Draw two pairs of verticle (s1,1 L's. Show
which are 2r .

6. Use obtuse of acute to fill each blank:
a. An L that is supp ementary to an acute

is .

b. An L. that is les than a right I is
c. If the sueof 2 L.'s is a right L. ,

then each I is
7. On the back of this sheet, draw a line 1%

and mark on line lr three points, A, B and
C, in that.order. Now bisect L. ABC. What
kind o'f L. 's are formed.

8. 'Using correct symbols write:
a. Line segment X is congruent

segment
b. Ray XY
c. Angle PO

9. Using your protractor-measurc these angles

eb line CD

Figure C4-1
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The mo il? was somewhat noisy, but the discussions sounded'
very productive. I sent two groups to other locations to
work. As I circulated among the children, I was.impressed
by several factors:

1. Only rwo people in the roam had failed to
bring in written suggestions. .

2. There was good, critical discussion in the
groups. .

3. By the end of the session, everyone had an
assignment to prepare at home for the next 1
meeting.

Group work continued for several sessions, and the chil-
*linen set Monday as their rehearsal'day with their finished
-lessons. The groups were well organized and cooperative;
and I was very pleased with the materials they prepared,
which included transparencies and duplicating masters.

On rehearsal day we reviewed our teaching arrangements.
The sixth-graders would come to our classroom for the ses-
sions. The sliding curtain separating our room from the
,next room would be opened to allow us the space of two-rooms.
The sixth-grade.teachers would have the clashes divided into
four heterogeneous groups, one,for each of our four methods.
As a last minute check, I distributed copies of the pretest
and advised the groups to look it over and peke sure that
their-materials covered all the topics mentioned. The re-
maining dole was spent finishing the materials and rehears-
ing the lessons. .

The following day I escorted the thirty-eight sixth
raders to our classroom where they divided into four groups,
as arranged by their teachers. My students first adminis-
tered the pretest reprodeced in Figure 6-1.

After the pretest was finished,,my students taught the
lessons they had planned, using dittos and student-made
transparencies, compasses, protraetors, and rulers. Student
involvement and participation was high in three out of four .

groups; however the Books and Instruction Group had diffi-
culty maintaining the sixth graders' interest.

Following this session two students from the Book Groupt,
dismissed their problems with me. They felt it would be
better to divide their sixth graders into several subgrovps,
to accommodate their wide range of abilities.' They'asked me
to grade the Pretest pipers and divide the group, butIllrug-,
gested that we look aver the papers together to see wha
the si*th graders already knew about geometry. The students

s

C.),)
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4eXermining which group had learned the most about geom-

re etryVas our ne]ft task. The students decided, after'some

/her. POS. discussion, to average the pretest and posttest scores for

13- each group so that they could "even out"'the large'and"
smaller group sizes. They also agreed to discard scores of

4 any sixth grader who had taken only one of the tests. One

.18 student in each group then read aloud the scores to group
members who computed the pretest and posttest averages. We

compiled the data on the board (as shown below) for easier

comparison.

Rver. Pj 1-est -
Aver roe risr 13:

67; ed g Feints

'Figure c4-2

' :
4..

er

3.

AVERAGE SCORES
1

-Books Games Activities Learning
CenteF

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

7 ,' 13 8 9 5 f3 9, 16

Again I asked the students how we could decide Which .

meihod habeen most effective. One,studenreEommended
calculating the.diffe_xencekbetween the pretest and posttest
scoires and then fifding the averdp gain for each group.
This,plan was adnpted and the groups met to complete thd
computations. (Examples of the work clone by two groups are

shown in Figures 04-2 and C4-3.) Based on the,average gain

in scores shown below, we conclUded that.the Activities
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sagreed to this; theralso decided to revise their list o

.the topics to be taught the next day And,to go over the list
other committee members.

- ule the sixth-grade studenti to make more time available.

adjustment of plans.. It was too late, however, o resched-

tions.hid-not been worked into our schedule--eva uation and
I realized that an important component of ou investiga-

,

Nevertheless, my students quickly understood both the impor-
tance of being well'organized and the frustrations th t can

5 0 5 lo
occur in.teaching.

,

The following day I again escorted the sixth-grade stu-
PVer., Pre den,ts to our classroom. TheTitmediately joined my seventh-

01.41_, Atiet.'W)57` grade students to begin their lessons. Members of the Games
Group appeared hesitant about what to tea-th; they felt that4,q 6)4 the sixth graders in their group already had a good knowl-

Z4 A -edge of geometry. They divided the sixth graders into:two
'subgrouPs--boys and girls:--for the remainder,of the sessions,

Gained 1 pom 71-
dr, and I noticed that the girls did a great deal of instructing.

The sixth-grade members of the group were attentive through-
,

,out the teaching sessions.
t

Figure C4-3
The Learning Centers troup had developed three centers,

r and the Sixth-grade students rotated among them. As.they
had planned, the Book and Instruction Groupsdivided their
students into two groups, both working witiOur math text-,
book. Members of the.Activity Group had the sixth-grade;
students draw various angles at the chalkboard. This 1.10
followed by a Bingo game.yaing-geometric symbOls on the,
cards and finally,_A-hgels-on lesson on bisecting An angle

--

!..

using a compa d ruler, i

In te1al teaching session, allloui groups review&
% materials they had covered the previoud two days. 'Then

my studVnts administered the posttestwhich,yas the same as
the pretest.

Grading the posttests and pretests took, us a lull session.
Each test score was calculated by subtracting the number of

incorrect answers from twenty-eight, a perfect score: One
member.of each group read the grades from the top of the
patier and recorded the pretest and posttest scees for each'..,
individual in the group. The results are shOwn below... ..
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AVERAGE GAIN --- PRETEST VS. POSTTEST

Books 6

Games' 1

Actiyities 8

Learning Centers 7

I thefi asked the studentk to meet in their groups to de-
cide why they thought the data_xesulted as it did; for ex-
ample, Whether or not thellxth-grade children were involved
in the sessio , whether the group was well-organized and
the intrt1ion clear. Later we met together for a follow-
urggcussion during'which each group shared its thoughts
with the entire claV. Throughout this disCussion the chil-
dren referred to their data and tried to listen critically
to their classmates. (A copy of one group's self-evaluhtion
is_shown in'Figure C474.).

These studetts wanted me to compare their result's with
fh e of Ty other two classes whO were also working on Ways

learfi4T,each. I asked my seudentg,Whether they could
nk of a -way to represent our data so that everyone in all

th classes could see our results. Many students recommended
rawing graphs4 We had not At discussed graphing ifi our

math class and, A:Ithough most children said they knew how to
make a graph, it was necessary to hold a discussion,and skill.

6 session!on graphing.
V '

*In comparing-the results, the students'might discuss' wheth-
, er remainders are important. This might, lead'to theintro7

duction of the decimal system, rounding.off, and significant
figureg. They might also disCuss whether the-differences
.among the groups -might occur in another trial orwhether it
is something,that bappefied as-a matter,ofChance. See Back-
ground Paper on determining differences between two. sets of,.
data; Algo, the stu4ents might compute andi coMpare.the per-
centaie gains based on the pretest scores These percen- ,;.

tage gains, are, appl:okimetery--'

6
Books 7 = 85.7%. Activities,3 = 160.6%

1
Games = 12.5%

,8

A '6.5
Learning Center y-fc =
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1 1 1
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, The children suggested three different Ways to graph the
pretest and a.---two were bar graphs amd one was
a line grap . These studehts explained their ideas to theif
classmates, and I illustrated o,the board the types of bar
graph shown below.*

it. posttestr3

pretest II

A, B

pretest

..?

or

3-

postest

A. B A 13

The students then worked on their graphs; a copy of one
graph cin,be seen in Figure C4-5.

-- Before ending their work'on,the challenge, the class de-,
cided to survey the sixth graders involved in the experiment
to detertaine which method of learning geometry they had
liked best. The students composed the questions dUring a

, _

class meeting and,one student then wrote them on a duplicat
:ing master (see Pigure C476).

The survey was administered to the sixth graders by two
iolunteers, and the results were tallied and compiled by
representatives frOM each group who then reported the infor-

' mation to'ihe class (see below): .

FL

RESULTS OF SURVEY BY' GROUP

Activity Learning Centers . Books Games

YES .NO

1. 6 0 '
2. 6 0

3. . 4- 2

4. '5 1 1

1 .

6. -0 , 1 4

7. 6 0

, 8. 5 1

.9..xi 2 4

. G

4The,students might also Compare the pretest and pobttedt'
averages on A line Chert.--ED.

YES NO

.

'YES

.

NO 'YES NO-.

6 I. 7 2 , 3
.,
2'

5' 2. ' 6 3 2 .3

4 ,' 3
t

7 21 3 °, 2
5 1 5 2 * 5 f
4 2 6 3 .,4 2

1 4 . 2 5 3 5

5 2 , 7, '2 5 2

4 3 7 3 2 3

3 4 1 . 8 0% 3 ,

4
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Referring to the survey data displaiied on
students looked for some correlation between
posttest scOres and gains. As they reviewed
question by question, they observed that, in

w Group Were pu in ; g karnsnci eertkrs

I3c:oK

9 fchoiy
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1 AV( lot? ored ?

cr. pia lou 464; WaS hord?

k40u) 'bold Lye melprovt cur 1fttehdr1wri4e 4A-e 4,4

Figure C4-6

the board, the
the pretest a d
the results,
many instances,

the data did correlate. *For example, the Activity Grpup,
which had shown the greatest gain, had the most positive
response to the question, "Did you l±ice the teacher?" The
children noted that some of their surv y questions had g
direct bearing.on the challenge while 1other ,questions were
interesting in terms of responses but of little consequence
to the results.

Before ending the session, I mentioned,to the class that
41,

some of the representatives had found it difficult to tally
the responses--some sixth graders had answered "maybe" or
n sometime" re,ther than "yes" or "no." We briefly discussed
.(1) ways to improve our survey techniques (for example, de-
Sign questions/responses to give more of a choice--very much,.
O.K., not much, terrible) and (2) whether onershould take
sure that people surveyed answer each qqestion.*%

With two months remaining in the school year and two math-
ematics topics to learn, I challenged my students to learn
one new topic, fractions, better than my other,two tath
classes. The students accepted the challenge, and me spent
time designing the experiment. Children in the experiMental
class were to list the skiIls,to be learned and then learn
them through teacher instruction and skill sheets; the text-
book would be used only for homework examplts.** I told my
other two classes, the control groups, that one of my classes
,Jhad challenged them to get a higher class average at the end
of the study of fractions. They were to learn the topic
from their textbook with help as needed from me.

The children in the experimental class charted and aver-
aged the scores from each of thestests as they weradtaken;
students in all three classes were extremely interested in

theclass Standings which were determined from each set of
test scores and then posted. Based on grades from six tests
given during the unit on fractions; the experimental class
did earn a higher overall average. Although the average in

*The students might discuss whether the difference in total
votes is important. They could make slope diagrams to
compare.the ratios of yes answers to ehe total vote for
each group.--ED.

**The students might decide to try a third way, practical
appiication.--ED.

rs
kJ



one control class was-Significantly lower

class average was very close to that of t
group. Al1 three classes noted that they
ing frections,Tegardless,of the outcome,
to have participated in:the experiment.

4 65
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5:- LOG ON WAYS TO LEARN/TEACH

by peggy Neal*
Hilsman Niddl,e School, G/ade 8
Athens, Georgia
(March-May 1974)

ABSTRACT
This eighth-grade math crass, designated by the school

system as a group of 'Iow-ability students, began their in-
vestigations of,the Ways to Learn/TeACh challenge as they
prepared to learn a new math topic--percentage. The chil-
dren discussed the best ways to learn about percentage_andi
then selected four methods: (1) learming benters, (2) games.,
(3) tapes and films, and (4) business'fapplication). At
their request, the teacher divided the class into four
groups. Then, after taking a pretest, the.groups spent
foarten sessions learning about j5ercentage with their des-
ignated mthods. A posittesewas taken and gains and average
gains of tbe group were calculated. The children next eval7
uated the results and suggested ways 'to improve future
trials. Later in the semester students took a retention
test, calculafbd scores ond gains, and discussed the-results.
The group using practical (application had greater gains on
both the posttest and the Yetentiontest. 0,

A class diuussion Concerning their next math topic, per-
centage, shoWed that the subjeCt was new to all the students
in my eighth-trade class. When I diked for suggestiond of
the best wdy to learn ,about percentage, the discuision be-
came very.lively. One stu4ent responded immediately that
the best Way_for him to learn a new math toPic_wds to dtudy/
the textbook and'then practice.- Another student remarked 4
that she learned best When the teacher worked problems on
the board'as she observed. A classmate joined the discus-
sion, saying that the ayerhead'projector helped him most 1.n
learning-a new topic, and two other students observed thqt
they learned better in math class when they worked,in'groups.
Approximately half the class agreed that group work wascd1so
thebest method for them.

Using games aqd audiovisual aids were also mentioned as
possible ways to ledrn percentage. One student, who rarely
participated in class discussions, became very interested;
he said he would learn best by usifig other materials and ,

. subjects to which the study of percentage would apply.
1

*Edited by USMES staff
ri -.4)

j.
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Cther students ttiought that using their two senses, hearing

, Ad sight, would,be most-effective; they could listen to a
tape, then read, and finally fill in a practicesheet. At

the end of the discussion I asked the children to consider
whether we could find ouf which of all the.suggestions was
the best method.

The second session began with a reseatement of the prob
lem: "How can we find out which of the ways suggested is

the.beet way to learn about percentage?" Several students

thbught we could use just one method and then try additional
ones. After several minutes of discussion the class decided
tftconduct an experiment with several groups using different
methods to learn about percentage. Then we would compare

their results.

I asked the cialdren how they.thought the groups should
be selected, and I suggested listing possible ways.on the
board with each child choosing the method he or She-liked

IP best. The children were very upset by this idea; they were
bothered by the thought.that most of the "smart" students '

would select the same group. They insisted that the groups
have equal ibility, with each child'taking a pretest and a
posttest to measure and record their improvemqnt.

Deciding,whdt criterion to use in f'orming groups caused

quite a debate. Some students felt that fhe determining
fsetor should be last .quarter's grades, while others thought
'if should be the.amount of work done rather than the grade
received. Still Others believed that the deeision shouldpe
based on the results of a shert pretest. The session ended
with the class asking me to arrange the groups, subject.to
their approval, using whatever information Was available to

ane.* * 0

In our third meeting we discussed the groups I tad se
,

lected: Several changes were requested and_approved by the

\ class. The following list of ways to learn about percentage

was written on the board:

1. _playing games
0

2. studying from a'book, followed by working,
on examples

3. using learning centers
4. busing tapes and films
5. business (application of percentage to

money problems)

.6. Observing someone, folloWed by practice

*As there are so many variables involved, the students
might twee to a random selection of Students for the

ao groups:7ED.
(to
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Pretest

Change to common fractions (simplify to
terms)

(1) 41% (2) 5% (3) 3% (4) 25% (5) 87%

Change to decimals

(1) 45% (2) 3% (31 8% (4) 3.8% (5) 9%

Changeto per cent
(1) ZS (2) .35 (3) LI (4) 2 (S) .09

1171 100 T 1

lowest

Solve the following
(1) 25% of 200 (2) % of 25 is 5
(3) 20 is 25% of (4) 35% of 68
(5) 10 is Xof SO
(6) Mary bOught. a dress at a 20% discoynt. If

the dress cost $15, how much dicicshe save?*
(7) Paul sold $150 Forth of magazines at the school

sale. If the school received a 20% commission,
how much did Paul make for the school&

Figure C5-1

ea/it
Urr,y op

Figure c5 -2

Group discussi ns of the approaches led to the selection
of four methods: (1) learning centers, (2)' games, (3) tapes
and films, and (4) business (application). I ended the ses-
sion by administering the pretest\on percentages shown in
Figure C5-1.

After class I corrected the pretests Isind filled the data
(see below ) to be used by the children at a later stage of
their investigations. 4

Method Scors

Centers 1, 2, 1

Games . 5, 0, 0, 0 /

Tapes and Films. 2, 2, 2, 3

Business P, 3, 2

The children spent fourteen sessions'working in their
groups to learn about percentAge using materials I had pte-
pared.* On several occasions lessons were provided by my
,other classes who were also working'on the Ways to Learn/
Teach challenge. We also held three class discussions so
that the groups could share their experiences with one
rtother.

The Games Group began by playing agame of Concentratik
Bomemadecards contained percentages and their dedimal or

fractional equivalents; sample cars might be 10%,. 257., .10,
.25, 1/10, .01. The usual ruled of the gime applidd--cards
Were placed,face down; children toOt turns uncovering two,
caids at a-time; each matched pair:resulted in,a free turn;
the'person with the most' pairs of cards at the end of the
game was the winner. The students also worked on a sheet
of basic ooncepts which were reinforced by the game.

"Hurry Up" was another game developed by_tbe Children.
Each student was given a pack of answer cardsindex cards
with a number from 1 to 50 written on edch one, A sepa;ste
stack of cards containing problems such as "20% of 50 .a?"
were,turned face up one At a time. A student had one minute,
'using a timer, to calculate the correct answer and find it
Among his ot her answetcards. Each dorrect answer earned
one,point. An example bf one,child's.game sheet can be seen
in Figure C5-2.

A third game used by thd'Students was "Wastepaper Ball." '

It was planned to help students learn to calculate percen-
tages. ,The children took turns throwing a wad of paper into

*The children might want to prepare some of their
terials.--ED.
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cussed a firMstrip on the basic concepts of percentage. The
following session thk used a cassette tape and a worksheet..
The tape slowly explained the concepts and then time was
allowed to complete the worksheet problems. Students in
another class prepared another tape-recorded lesson. The
tape instructed those lisiening to study a poster containing
percentage equivalents. Then tips were given on how to
apply equivalents to reduce calculation time for percentages;
for example, children were encouraged to change percent ges
to equivalent fractions--20% of 35 = 1/5 x 35 = 7 , W rk-,
sheets were provided and answers were recorded on the Ope.

The first materials for the Business Group contained an
explanation of how to calculate a 37. sales tax. 'Usini a
menu from a local restaurant, the students were diredted to
place an order, determine the bill, and calculate the sales
tax. Next, eley were given a price list froma hardware
store with the task to calculete the tax on each item. Ac-
tivities for another session focused on a seiles of ten
percentage problems, which were written on index cards and
circulated to each group member. Answers were checked
against an answer sheet. For another session the Business
Group was given problems involving discount and en explana-
tion of how to folve them. Again, they were instructed to
check their work against an answer sheet.

The group of students using learning centeratriea a
variety qf materials. A display boara was used the first
sessipn alorig with a cassette tape with percentage p5Joblems
and answers. Several sessions were spent using the iover-.
heaa projector; transparencies contained problems with
errort, which the children were asked to detect, as well
as new problems to be solyed. The final sessions were
spent using the game approach. For BINGO, the call cards
were iaritten in the

#
form of problems, such as 6 is % of

24.

Durinceach session I circulated among the groups to talk
about their prOgress an4 also about any problems they had
encountered. Everyone agreed that it took several, sessions
to becOme accustomed to group work. By the twelfth session
thpe groups, Games, Tapes and Films, and Business, ex-

. prdssed a desire for more varl.ety. The majority of students
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Posttest

Change to common fractiont (simplify to lowest
terms)

(1) 2% (2) 32% (3) 8% (4) I4Z (5) 13%

Change to decima4s
(1) 42% (2)12Z (3) 9Z .(4) 3% (5) 4.3%

Change to perIcent

(1) 35 (2) .43 (3) 25 (4) 4 (5) .07

100 100 5

Solve the following
(1) 14% of 300 . (2) of 32 is 8

(3) 43 it 42% of (4) 44% of 75

(5) 4 is of 50

(6) If John can buy a 870 bicycle at a 15% discount,
how much would hesave?

(7) Paul sold 8200 wo th of books at a 30% discount
how much was his commission?

Figure C5-4

1-'
,

e

felt that using several techniquei was more conducive to
, learning than using the same method each day, but they

agreed to continue in their particular groups for the.two

remaining sessions. (However, their opinion aboUt the cor-
relation between learning and the variety of methods was
not substantiated by the'data gathered on the four groups'
progress.)

At the end of the fourteenth session I gave the groups
thp poSttest shown in Figure C5-4.
'For our next session I had written on the board the fol-

. lowing test information and four questions:

gCORES

Centers ''Games Tapes & Films Business.

Pre Post Pre Post Pre PoEit Pre Post
,

--

3 11 5 13 2 12 ' 0 . 11

1 14 0 14 2 10 3 15

1 12 0 10 , 2 10 2 12

2 9 0 12 3 15 /

12

' QUESTIONS

1, Which group did best?
2. How can you tell?
3. What were the things that your group Hid that

helped you ,most?

4. What were the things that helped you least?

The children met in their groups to discuss the data,
the questions, and the relationship of each to the claiss I

challenge, "What would be the best way for us to learn about
percentage?" Midway through the session we reassembled to .

share our observatiOns. I asked the children why they had
taken a pretest at the beginning of their investigations.
Some students felt it had been done to help determine the

best possible group.s. After some discussion, the children
remembered'that the pretest had been intended to help de-
termine the amount of progress made by eacfl student and
consequently by each group.

I-then directed the children's attention to the first
question, "Which group did best?" Several students sug- ,

gested'adding the number of correct answers within each
group on the posttest and comparlmg the totals Many stu-
dents felt that the pretest scores should also be included

ti t)
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,in the evaluation. One student's idea'was acdepted,by the
' class: we wouid detetmine the average gain between the
pretests'and posttests of each groupiand then compare them.
The children comRleted ihe calculations (see below)and,
before ye spourned, I asked them to think about the re'
suIts--what conclusion& could be made*and- what factors mighi.

0 . ;shave influencedthe outcome?*, ,
:

. i'

,1
I

. ,

.,

1

i '

1 , AVERAGE ,GAIN--PEETEST VS. POSTTEST
t -.,. 1

Centers ..10.1

Gamea 11

/Tapes and , -,0' 1/2 _
Films

Businass' 11-,
)

-

During the n ext'session the class considered whether the

investigations had,anewered our originar question about way&N..._
to learn percentage.** We talked about'-several factors that' `4CA

Might have,affected theloutcome, including attendance, amount0
of work'completed, and quality of materials used. the con
sensus of the'class Wns thatithe-different factors balanced
each other, resulting in an effective experiment.***. '--,)

'The discussion'Continued to focuSon variables affecting
the test resultarather than' on whether the differences in'
the gains were signifiCant. I referredthe clas6 to our ,

data and asked thf children'iihether they felt that the,
ecores justified our COLlusion that learning about percent

, age,through husindas (practical application) was the best
way. Most of, the students,felt Chat our conclueion was jus,
tified.j'

No.

".?

*If the groupaWere picked hyTrandom selection, the class .1

might take a_second)posttest. The gains of the groups ,)

could be shown to he significantly different If the
groups' gains'ohthe second pdiettelit were'inth-d same
order as on the first PbsttdstED.-

**The children might discuss the reason- forleArningAW
cehtage and,determine what queitiOns on tilt tests were 2
related to this reason. An itetAyitem enalysis,might.
then be carried out to`see whether any grotip learned

these questions better than the Other groups.=ED.

***The students might check the average student hours apent
by each gralp on their wotk.--ED.

ilfft .!\u
, kr.
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' Per Cant Test

, (2 Months Later)
.

Change to fractiogs:
(1) 13%.(2), 23% (3) St (4) 3% (5) gr

Chamte to decimpls:
(1) 14i (2) 2S2 (3) 32 (4),520) 45%

Change to per cent: .

(1) 2 (2) .14 (3) .05 (4) 4 (5) .35
150 5

.4
Solve: "

(1) 15% of 35

(2) 25Z of 12
(3) 42% of $16.32

(4) 15 % of 60
(*AO is % of SO

(6) Paul bought a $50 basketball goal at a )0%
discount. How much did he save?

(n John sold lagazities for a 15% commission. 4

If he gold $409 worth of magazines, how much
.did he rake?

Figuve C5-5

T

Before the session nded the class discussed changes they
would make in later inirestigatiqns. They suggested that ac-
curate attendance recods be keptin addition to a log and
check sheet to be'sure hat e ch student took both the pre-L
test and posttest.' I a or Ei hand vote on the following
questions: .

Do you thi4 t atrlearning about pereentage
in business7is the best way to learn about
percentage?

Yes 14 No 3

2. Did our.experime t alswer this questions?

---`-Yes 13 No 4

3. Did you like the study we' did?

^
Yes 16 No. 1

Two mdnths later when we were reviewing all the math
topics studied during the year, we again discussed our Ways
to learn/Teach challenge. We went over the measuring of
percentage, changing percentages to decimals and fractions,
and solving different-types of percentage problems. I

asked the students how they'thoughe they would do if I gave
them another test on percentage--whether the results,for,the
four.groups would be the same as on the posttest. I'sug-
gasted that they take a reitention test to measure how much
they remembered about percentage, and the students agreed it

0
was an interesting idea. That afternoon they took the test
shown in Figure C5-5.

Before the next session I graded_the retention tests and
put the raw scores on the board.

SCORES

Pretest Posteest Retention test

Learning 3" 11 12

Centers 1 14 13
1 12 12

2 9 13

1 12 12
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Games 5 13 17

0 14 7*

0 10 - 10
,

0 12 10

Tapes & Films 2 12 13

2 10 12

2 10 10

3 15 13

'Business 0 11 16

3 15 21

2 12 14;

After the'class had arrived and examined the data, I
asked-which group had the best retention of percentage after
two months. One student observed that all members of the
Business Groukhad,improved their scores whereas some mem-
bers of other dtips had lost points. At one student's
suggestion, we epeated,our method of finang the average

' group gains from retest to posttest.,' The Children calcu-
lated the average for the retention test and then Compaeed
them to the post est.

Learnihg Centers
'Games

business
Tapes & Films

Pdsttest Retention Test

10

11

11

9 1/2

10

9

15

9

4/5

3/4*
1/3

3/4

Together we analyzed ehe data, noting that ehe Games and
Business.Groups had equal averages from the pretest to post-
test bdt that the Business Group had'i significant increase
in the average from pretest to ritentpn test. Members of
the Rusiness Group attributed their retention to the fact
that they had really'enjoyed their method of learning per-
centage and therefore bad femembered what they had learned.

Hy students showed a parked improvement in their behavior
both during and aftef their wOrk on the Ways to Learn/Teach

*The students might look at the results to spot any possible
errors in grading. It seems unlikely that one student in
the Games Group would drop 50% when the others either

,

gained or dropped only. slightly'.-LID.
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challenge. Their interest was high throughout their inves-
tigations, and their ability to reason improved. After com-

pletion of the dhallenge-related activities, they gave more
thought to what and how they learned; and sev.eral students
began to comment on methods we later used in Our class.*

0

ilk

1
*The students might discuss whether certain individuals
might learn better using one of the ways. The tlass might

decide to,choose another topic for investigation and cot-
, f

pare individual as well as group results. --ED.
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1. LISTS OF "HOW TO" SERIES

GRAPHING

75

The USMES "How To" Series are Written resources that help
children learn skills they need to solve real problems
.(e.g., designing an opinion surVey, drawing,various types
of graph).

(
/"HOW TO" CARDS
1 ;

Below-are listed-the turrent "How To" Card titles that
students working on the Ways to Learn/Vach challenge naf,
find useful. A complete listing of bgtOthe "Hnw To" Cards
and the Design Lab "How To" Cards is contaided in the USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of-Design Lab "How To" Cards.

GR 1 How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your'Data
-GR 2 How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements of

the Same Thing by Making a Histogram
GR 4 How to Decide Whether to Make a Bar Graph Picture or

)N
I a Ltne..,Graph Picture of Yout Data

'GR 5 How to Find Out If There Is Any Relationship Between
Two Things by Making a Scatter Graph

GR How to Show Sevfral Sets of Data on One Graph
/

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

RATIOS., PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

-110

PS 2 How to Record Data by.Thllying
PS 3 How to Describe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
PS 4 How to Describe Your-Set of Data by Using the Middle

Piece CMedian)r
PS 5 ,H04 to Find the Median of a Set of Data from a

Histogram

R 1 How to,Compa44,Fractions or Ratios by Mhking m
Triangle Didkilb*

.*Now called slope diagram .'

*-

"

_



- COLLECTING DATA

GRAPHING

SIMPLIFYING DATA

A:

4 (

4

: BEGINNING "HOW TO" SERIES

The cartoon-style format,of this series helpsi younger
children and those with reading difficulties acquire the
skills and knowledge they may need during work on Ways
to Learn/Teach.

"How To" Record Data *

"How.To" Do am EXperiment
"How To" Make an Opinion'Survey
"How To" Choose a Sample

"How To". Choose Which 'Graph tp Make

"Haw To" Make a Bar Graph
"How To" Make a BAr Graph Histogram
"Haw To*' Make.a Line Chgrt

"How To" Make a Scatter graph
"HoNi To" Make a Slope Diagram

"HoW To""Find the Median
"How To" Find the Average

I.
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INTERMEDIATE "ftow TO" SERIES

This booklet-style series covers in more deta41 esseri-
,

tially the same information as the Beginning "HoO To" Series
with a few booklets on additional skills. This series re-
quires a greaterreading skill and gives students a chance
to read something they have a need to read. Those pertinent
to Ways to Learn/Teach are listed below.

COLLECTING DATA "How To" Collect Good Data
"How To" Record Data
"How To" Do an, Experiment

%ow To" Make an Opinion Survey
"How To" Choose a Sample

GRAPHING , "How To" Choose Which Graph to Make
"How To" Make a Bar Graph
"How To" Make a Histogram C

"HOw To" Use Graphs to Compare Two Sets of Data

SIMPLIFYING DATA "How To" Tell What ?Our Data Show
"How To" Find the Median
"How To" Find the Mearl
"How To" Find the Mode .

"How To" Find Different Kinds of Rangel
"How To" Use Key Numbers to Compare Two Sets of Data

. .

1 i 3

I.



LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

GRAPHING

GROUP DYNAMICS

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

As students work on USMES challenges, teachers may need
background information that is not readily accessible else-
where. The Background Papers fulfill this need and often
include descripttOns of activities and investigations that
students.might earry-out.

Below are listed titles of current Background Papers
.that teachers may find pertinent to Ways to Learn/Teach.
The papers are grouped in categories shown, but in some
cases-the categories overlap. For example, some.papers
about graphing also deal with probability andstatistics.

The Background Papers are being revised, reorganized, and
rewritten. As a result, many of the titles will change.

GR 4 AtpresentinikSeveral Sets of Data on One Graph by
Betty Beck

GR 6 Using Scatter Graphs to Spot Trends by Earle Lomon
GR 7 Data Gathering and denerating Graphs at the Same Time

(or Stack 'Em end Graph tEm at One Fell Swoop!) by
Edward Liddle

GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That May Arise in USMES
Activities by Earle Lomon

PS 4 Design of Surveys and Samples by Susan J. Devlin and
Anne E. Freeny

PS 5 Examining One and Two Sets of Data Part 1: A General
Strategy and One-Sample Methods by LOrraine Denby.and
James Landwehr

PS. 6 Examining_One and Two Sets of Data Part A Graph-
ical Bethod for Comparing Two Samples by Lorraine
Denby and James Landwehr

R 1 Graphic Comparison of Fractions by Merrill Goldberg
R 2 Geometric Comparison'of'Ratios by Earle Lomon

4

I 1 1

X



3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USMES MATERIALS The following books are refrences that may be of home
use in teaching Ways to Learn/Teach. A list of references
on general mathematics and science topics can be found in
the USMES Guide.

79

Elliso Arthur, and Ryan, Frank. Instructional Implications
of Inquiry. Englewood Cliffs: Prentiss Hall.

Huff, Darrell. How to Lie with Statistics. New York:
Norxon and Company, Inc., 1n4..- 142 pages.

Writtefi as a defense against the misuse of statistics,
this book alerts the general public to the positive as
well as the negative potential of statistics.

. -
Moroney, M.J. Facts from Figures. Baltimore, Maryland:

Penguin Books, Ltc., 1968. 472 pages.
:

A comprehensive introduction to statistics.

41

Ring, Arthur. Planning and Producing Handmade Slides and
Filmstrips for the Classroom. Lear Siegler, Inc.,
Fearon Publishers (6 Davis Drive, Belmont, California
94002)j974,
Techniques for making simple'handmade slides and film-

. strips in-the classroom without a camera, using in-

s-
expensive materials, such asacetate film, Thermofax
'transpatendy. Master worksheets for both slides and
filmstrips included with advice for making presentations.

Slonim, Morris J. Sampling. New York: Simon and Schuster,
1960. 144'pages.

An-explanation of the basic principles inv4ved in
sampling and a discussion Of the potential Values of
sampling as an effective way of quickly obtaining
reliable information,-

7Tanur, Judith M. et al. Statistics: A Guide to the Unknown.
San Francisco: Holden-Day,,Inc. 1972. 430 pages.
An exploration of ways that applied statistics.could. be
introduced-into high.school and college%ourricula. Much
attention is given to discussing contributions 2f-
statistics ta our 'dail.y )11.kres.

115
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Mosteller, Frederick et al., Statistics By Example.
Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley PublishinrCo.,
1973.

All four booki in the series pi,ece a heavy emphasis on
real problems with real data.
Exploring Data--how to organize data; intruction of
elementary prol;ability wtiere the ability 6'oUnt is a

sufficient startinepoint.
Weighing Chancesdevelops probability methods; intro-
duces the idea of scatter and residuals to analyze data.
Detecting Patternsdiscusbes standard statistical de-
vices such as normal distribution, the chi-square test,
regression'methods.

Finding Modelsencourages-the Student to develóp models
, as structures.for data so that any departures from the
models can be identified and new models created.

r
cj.

040

40.
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.4. GLOSSARY The following aefinitions may be helpful to.a teacher
whose class is idrestigatipg a Ways to Learn/Teach challenge.
Sage of the words are included to give the teaCher an under-
standing of technical terms; others are included-because
they are commonly used throughout the resource book.

These terms may be used when they are appropriate for .

. the children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the
children that when they conduct surveys, they are collect-
ing data. It is not necessary for the teacher orstudents
to learn the definitions nor to use all ok the ferms'while
working on their challenge. Rather, the children will be-
sin to use the words and understand the meanings as they
become involved in their investigationi.

Audiovfual --"**Relating to both hearing il.nd sight.

,Averaye The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the
elemeqts_of a set of data by the number of elements in that
set. 'Also called the mean.

-

Bias A deviation in the expected values of a set efvdata, often I r

it\

4..........

occurring when same factor produces one outcome more fre-
.' quently than others. ,

.

'

-
,

Conversion A change fram\one form to another. generally associ8ted in ,

1/2mathematics and science'with'the change from One uni? of
. measure to anOther or the change frbm one form of energy to

-, -another.
, -

Correlation A relation be een two sets of data.
"

Any facts, qua titative information, or statistics...Data

Distributibn The spread of'd ta over the range of possible results.

Byent , A happening; an occurrence; something that takes place.
Example: condu ting a teaching lesson with kindergarten

.. students. i
i

.
I

The total nuMber of times a certainlevent has occurred.Frequency

: Graph A drawing or a picture of one or several sets ofdati.
. A
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A graph cf a set of measures or counts whose sizes are rep-
resented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars
of equal widths or lines. Example: average group scores
on the pretest.
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GROU.P
;graph that can be constructed fr.= a histogram by codput-
ing running totals from the histogram data. The first run-
4ing total is.the first value in the histogram data (see
table of values). The second running total is the sum of
the first and second values of the histogram, the third is
the tum of the first, second; and third valuea, and so on..
The.horizontal scale on the graph is siRilar to that of the
histogram; the vertical scale goag-krom d to thp total num-
ber of events observed or samples taken (in the example; the
total number of students who made certain scores on a test).
Each vertical distance on the graph%shows the running total
for the value shown on the horizontal scale; thus the graph
below indicates that'23 students (or about 77% of,the stu-
dents) had test7scores of 60% or less.
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Histogram

- 1

Line Chart

4.

z

A type of bar graph that shows the distribution of the num-
ber of times that different measures or counts of the same
event have occurred'. A histogranPalways shows numerical
data oh the horizontal axis. Example: the number of stu-
dents Who scored in different percentage ranges on a test.
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PERCEN TAGA cogMKT
A bar graph that is ttpresented by circles, triangles,, or

crosses with lines connecting them so that it has the ap-
pearance of a ine graph. (See Line Graph.) This is a
useful representation when two or °more sets_ of, data are
shown on the same graph. Elxample: test averages for,itiree
differata learning methods.
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tine Graph

0-0 Graph

r*,

1'.
vt

,A graph in Which a smooth line or line aagments pass through
nr near pointerepresenting members of a set of.data.

, Lnce
the line representStan infinity of points, the variable'on
the horizontal axis must be continuous. If-the spaces.be- '

ftweeh the markings on the horizontal axis have-mo meaning,
Wen the graph,is no't a line graph, but a line chart (see ,

,Live Char.O. .

I
.

. A'graph that shows the comparison between the same type,of
data collected from two groups of,people or from twOdif-
ferent situations. Example: a erage.points gained by mem-,
bers cif two groups leiining wit i different methods. The'

.-:,' data for each set is ordered an the smal;est,measurement
of one set4lotted against the smallest of ffiacrnther set,
the second' smallest against.the second smallest, etc. 'The
scgtter of points is CoMpared to a reference line, a dashed
45 line that represenes data fro, two identical sets.
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Scatter graph kgraph shawing a scatter
two characteristics

the graph below, fhe position 0 each point indicates
the number.of times spelling wordi were practiced and the
studenes'acore on thaspelling tst.
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Slope Diagram* A graphical means of compWring fractions or_rattOi. To ----,---,

_ 'represent tbe ratio a/b, plot the point (b,a) and draw a
line from (b,a) to the o (0?0). The slope of this
line represents the o a/h. By comparing slopes of dif-
ferent lines, diferenf ratios can be comPared; the steeper
the line, the larger ihe ratio. For example, 4n the diagram
below string theratio_of the,total-group-score-on-atgst
io the nuMber of group members, the ratio of score to number,
of meMbers for Group B is.less than that for Group A or
Group C; therefOre, Group B has the highest group average.

Itlerence

1

GRO140

A

a
C.

See Graph.

A tentative conclusion made in order to test its implich-
tions or consequences.
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'Anossumption derived from:facts or information considered
to be valid and,accurate.

. *Formerly called Triangle Diagram.
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Mean

Median

See Average.

The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have
been ordered fram smallest to-largest. The median value has
as many elements above it as below it.

Mode The element or elements in a set of data that occur most
often.

_Ordered Set A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

Per Cent Literally per hundred\. A ratio in which the denominator is
1 always 100, e.g., 72 percent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where

the symbol % represents 1/100.

'..Tercentage A part of a whole expressed in hundredths._

Population Any group of objects (e.g., people) or events fhm: which

Pr4abi/ity

.Proportion

'Quartile,

First,

samples-are taken for stattstical measurement.'

The likelihood or chance (expressed numerically) of one
event occurring ourof several possible events.

A statement of equality of tiwa ratios, I.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals,the third term divided by
the fourth term, e.g., 5110 = 1/2. Also-a synonym for ,

ratio: wheir-two quantities are in direct proportion, their

ratios are the same.

The first quartile is the value.of the quarter-way piece of
data in an ordered set of data.

ihird The third quartile is the value qf the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an ordered serof data.

Interguartpe -The range or length of the middle 50% or an ordered set A.
data; the difference between the first and third quartile.

Ritnge :The difference between'the smalleat and the largest values
in a set of data.

*Bank To order the members of a set accordtng to some criterion,
such as size oz.impq.tance. Example: to put pieces of

data from siallest to largest.

1/
1



'Ratio

Sample

information about the whole population.

Sample Size 1 The nu er of elements in a sample.

The quotient of.two denominate numbers or values indicating
the relationship in quantity, size, or amount between\two
different things. For example, the ratio of the number of
children who made a certain score on a pretest to the total
number of children who took the test might be 5/26 or 5:26.

A representative fraction of a population studied to gain

Set A collectio of cha cteristics, persons, or objects. Each
thing in a se alled a member or an element,

Set Theory The brandse40mathematics that deals with the nature and
relations of sets._

Slope Diagram. See Graph.

Statistics The science of drawing conclusions or making predictions
using a collection. of quantitative data.

-Tally A visiblerecord I-feed to "keep a count of same data, espe-
cially a record of the number of times one gr more 'events
occur. Example: a count of the number of different scores

"on a pretest.

.9
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Sudy Utilized in Ways tb -Learn/Teach

V.

5

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree towhich it pro- .

Wes experience in the process of solving real problems.
Any would agree,that this aspect of learning is so impor-
tant as to deserve a'regular place iA the school program
even if it means decreasing to some extent the tii6 spent
in other important areas. Fortunately, real problem solving
is also an effective way of learning many of the skills,
processes, and concepts in a wide range of school subjects.

On the following pages are five charts and an extensive,
illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas.of study
that are utilized in USMES. The,charts rate Ways to Learn/
Teach according to.its potential,for learning in various
-categories of each of five subject areas--real problem solv-
ing, mathematics, science, social science, andjanguagp
The rating syttem is based on thekamount that e'lich skill,
process, or atea of study withinothe subject areas is used--
extensive.(1), moderate (2), some (3), little or no use (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all USMES units
in a similarsay.)

lbe dhart for teai-problem solving presents the many as-
pects of the problem-:.solving process that students generally
usp while working on an.USMES challenge. A number of the
steps in the process are used many times and in different
orders, and many of the stepa can be performed concurrently
by separate groups of students. Each aspect"listed in the
chart appiies not only to the major problem stated in the
unit challenge but also to many of .the tasks each small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major
problem. Consequently., USMES'students gain extensive exper-
ience with the problem,..solving process.

0

The.charts for mathematics, scienCe, social sciencer and
language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study that may'be learned by students as they re-
spond to a Ways to Learn/Teach challenge and become involved
with certain activities. Because the students initiate the
activities, itis impossible to state unequivocally which
activities will take place. It is possible, however, to
document actiVities that have taken.place in USMES classes
and identify those skills and.processes that have been used
by the students.

Knowing in advance which'skills and processes are likelly
to be utilized in Ways to Learn/Teach and knowing the extent:'
that they will be used, teachers can postpone the teaching

(.)
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of those skills in the traditional manner until later in
the year. If the students have'not learned them during
their UBMES activities by that time, they can study them in .

the usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher to in-
tegrate USMES more'readily with other areas of classroom
Work. For example, teachers may teach fractions during math
period when fractions are also being learned and'utilized in
the students USMES activities. Teachers who have used
USMES fOr several successive years have found that students
are more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-
termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During
an USMES session the teacher may allow the students to
learn the skille. entirely on their own or from other stu-

dents, or the'teacher may conduct a skill session as the
need for a particular skill arises.

Because different USMES units have differing emphases on_
the various, aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers-each
year might select several possible challenges, base'd on

their studentd' previous work in USMES, for their class to
consider. This choiCe ihould provide students with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as.wide a variety.of skills,
processes, and areas of study as possible during their years
in school. The.charts and lists on the following pages can
also help teacheh with this type of planning. '

Some USMES teachers have used ch'art similar to the one
given here for real problem. solvftg as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure to the various'aspects of the *,

. process. Sueh a chart might be kept current by succeeding
Iteachers and passed on,as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stg-
dened learning not only by introducing different types of
challenges but also by altering thespecific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction work in'one unit may be en-'.
couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
sis in their next unit..

Following the rating charts are'the lists of eXplicit ex-'
amples of real problem solving and other subject area dkills,
processes, snd areas of study learned and Utilized inyays
to Learn/Teach. Like the charts, these lists are based on
documentation of activities that have taken place in USMES
classes, The gfeater detail of the lists allows teachers
to.see exactly how the various basic skills, processes, and
areas of study listed in the charts may arise in Ways to

.

Learn/Teach.

Ors.p
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The number of examples in the real problem solving list
have been limited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably long if all the were listed for some of the
categories. It should so be noted that the'example(s) in
the first capegory--X4enti4ing a& Defining Problemshave
been limite d! to the major problem that is the focus of the
unit. During the course of their work, the students will
encounter'and solve many other, secondary problems,.such as
tke problem of how to display their data or how to draw a
scale layout.

Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES
into its various subject area components is a difficult a
highly inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to
some extent arbitrary. For example, where does measuring
as a mathematical skill end and measurementlas a science or
a social science_process begin? How does one distinguish
between the processes of real problem solving, of science,
and of social science? Even within-one subject area, the
iproblem still remains--what is the difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prOb-
lem has been partially solved by judicious choice(of ex-.
simples and extensive cross-referencing.

Because of this overlap of subsject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with much care and thought by,
members of the USMES staff with'help from Others knowledge-
able in the fields of mathematics, science, social Sciende,

) and language arts. It represents one method of examining
domprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the
existence of othar methods..

,
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on ilnformation and investigations
needed.

Determin ng what needs to be done first,
settin

Dedidin on best ways to obtain information
needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

---°
ilhking decisionsIsneeded:-

Utilizing and appreciating'basic skills
and processes.

Carrying out data coAection procedures--

obObrving,_surveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,

. constructing.

Asking questions, inferring..

Distinguishing fact from opinion, relevant
from irreieVant data, reliable'from
unreliable sources.

(

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

KEY:

e.

, REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

91

Evaluating procedures used for data
collection and analysis. Detecting
,flaws in process or errors in data.

Organizing and processing data or informa- ,

tion.

Analyzing and interpreting data or informa-
tion.

?

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, sug-
gesting possible solutions based on data
collected.-

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,

0- aesthet valu.qs.

Trying oi4 various soldiions and evaluating
the resu ts, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Making.generalizationé that might hold true
under similar circumstances; api)1);ing

problem-solving process to pther real
probfems.

.1

1

1

1

1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little ofno use.

1

I.
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MAT4MATICS

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing
Counting
Computation Using Operations
Addition/Subtraction t
Multiplication/DiVision
Fractions/RatiOs/Parcentages
Business and Consumer Mathematics/

. Money and Finance
Measuring
Comparing
Estimating/ApproxiMatiug/Rounding Off N-

OrganiAng Data
Statiitical Analysis
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques
Graphing
Spatial VisuaLization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems
NuMber Systdms and Properties .

Denominalte Numberi/Dimensions

Scaling
Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Acpuracy/Measurement Error/
,Estimation/Approximation
Statistics/Random Processes/Probability -

Graphing/Functions
Fraction/RatiO
Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalence/inequality/Equations
Money/Finance
Set Theory

Overall

Rating

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

3

3

1

a

1 3

SCIENCE

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally

Mladating, Controlling Variables/

erimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring

Deviceq and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling
Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data

Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to New

Problems

Areas of Study

Meaauremeni
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat .

Light
Sound
Animal and Plant ClaSsification
Ecology/Environment :

Nutrition/Gtowth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant letiavior

Anatomy/Physiology

.0verall

Rating

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1
1

1

t



SOCIAL SCIENCE Overall

Rating

Process

Observingpescribing/Classi ing

Identifying Problems, Variab es
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Eiperimenting ,

Inferritg/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Colleeting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Pfocessing Data
'Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, DisplayingData

.

Generalizing/Applying Process to Daily Life

Attitudes/Val:264

Accepting responsibility for actions and
results

Developing interest and involvement in
human affairs

Recognizing the importanCe of individual
and group contributions to society

Dev4loping inquisitiveness,- self-reliance,
and initiative

Recognizing the values of,cooperation,
group work, and division of labor

understanding modes of inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their'poWer and
precision

Respecting the'views, thought, and
feel/hgs of others

Being open to new ideas and.informagon
Learning -the impdrtance and.inf1pence-of
.values in decision making

Areas of Study

Anthropology
Economics,

Geography/Physical;Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History

Social aychology/Individual and Group
lehavior

Sociology/Social Systems,

%us

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1,

1

1

1

1
1

1

2

3

132
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading '

Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words
Sentences, Paragraphs I.

Critical Reading: Comprehending
Meanings,.Interpretation

Oral Language
Speaking
Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar: Punatuation,'Syntax, Usage
Composition

Study Skills

Outlining/Organizing
Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Apprecia ting the value of expressing ideaA
thrpugh,speaking and writing

Appreciating the value of written
resources

Developing an intereat in reading and
'writing

Making Sildgments concqming yhat is read
Appreciating the value of afferent forms
of writing, different forms of
communication

Overall
Rating,.

1

1
1

1

2

.a

1

2

1
1

1

KEYi 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate uie,
Some use, -= little or no use

/

133
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN WAYS TO LEARN/TEACH

Identifying and Definingprob4ems

Deciding on Inforiation Needed

t

f

Students identify the way they try to learn certain topics
as a problem.

Students identify different ways to learn or to teach
those topics.

. See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identi4ing Problems,
4Variables.

Determining What Needs.to Re
,Donel,Eirst, Setting 'Ariorities.

;$

-''
: ; .

. ' . . . .

!
' . ...

.,, Deciding on Best,Ways.:t0 Obtain.

''' 111.fomaEi',.. im xeq.ded,
.v

a

4

. go

After a discussion students decide they need to collectA
data on how much they know before studyingend after
studying with different methOds or in different
.environmenti.

zo-Students agree to conduct an opinionsurvey on preferred
learning methods or preferred learning environments.

After-analyzing pretest and posttest scores, students
decide that data on rttention would be helpful.

Students select several learning methods and decide to
take a pretest before dividing into groups to,use the
different metitodi,or diff4tent environments.

Students decide that theylave to learn about a topic'
before teaching it to otherd.

ri :Students decide that by working in groups they can try
P

4'.

.oli several learning mer,hOdi"or kliroments.

.-. Students decide that a pretest a'd p sttest Vill help
them comipare differenTearning methods pr environments.

.,4Studenes decide that ran om seleCtion.or using pretest, A.

: ,results will produce groutia of'approximately equal
.:

. 'abilities.

, WOricbg Cooperatively...42 GipilfF

.on.Tas7is
.

.
.

'''z': ..

'.:

N
W--. . ,....; .. ..

;,. ,

4ng Dec4sionsJa ei sicMcr.; .. dents decide to have eaCh group' use a different method

. or environment so that several learning situations can
.

.--- , be%compared at one tiMe.. ...0..,...-

,,,,

Students form,groups to prepare materials and to st y or

teach the topic using their selected methods or environ,
ments.

.
.1 Is)

t) t )

vie



Making Decisions as Needed (cont.)

Utilizir1g and Appreciating

Basic Skills and Processes

C4rrYing CoPt Data Collection'

ProceduresOpinion Surveying,
Researching,.Measuring, Classifying
Experimenting, Constructing

C

95

Students select the methodS they will try by consensus or
by a.hand vot

Students decid hey will teach the topic to younger stu-
dents.,

Studedts define extent of each group's activities, e.g.,
Book Group will not use any worksheets.

Students decide to repeat their experiment on the same
. learding methods to obtain more data.

Students add tesesdores and divide to find group averages.
Students draw graphs of test data.
Students look for factors that might affect the results of

their learning experiment.

Students recognize that finding the best.way tolearnLa
topic,can help other people besides themselves, namely,
'other Classes with whom they share their findings and
future students in their teacher's class.

Students give oral presentations to other classes.
,4) See also MATHEMAT/CS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, and

LANGUAGE ARTS lists.

Student6 conduct .opinion surveys to(find out the best-
, .liked learping methods.

Students lOok through library'books'to find information
about their topic.-

Students collect data by taking or admin4stering pretests %.
and posttests.

Students dategórize items in theirilist of ways to learn
to narrow the number of methods.

.

Sge alio MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Catego 'zing;
'*asuring.

See also SCIENCE'Iist:
ObserVing/Describing; Classifying;

Manipulating, Contr011ing Variables/Exper ting;
measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing;
. Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

'Experimenting; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Asking Questions, inferring 4vStudents askwhether one.leairning-method or enviroftm6nt-
411 better than wither and they infer from collected
data that one method or environment prodUces better
results.

4-
13'7'
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Asking Questions, Interring (cont.)

1

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion
Relevant from Irrelevant Data, *

Reliable trom Unreliable Sources

Evaluating Procedures Used for Data

Collection and-Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Students ask whether retention of learning is a.factor to

be considered and they infer from their data that some

methods of learning produce better retention than

other methods.

Ai Students ask whether the same learning method is the best

one for everyone and they infer from their data that

some people learn better with different techniques.

See also SCIENCE list: dInferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.
,

Students recognize the qualitative aspects of, obtaining
data from surveys as distinct from data they gather by
measuring performance with different ways to learn.

Students recognize that using the median for group scores

is not a good measure since it ignores very large or

very small gains.

Students discuss the manner in xhich they made group
eelectiens.and decide that a -random selection or using
preteit results to balance the groups would produce a

fairer result.
Students decide that total points gained by the groups

will not-result in a fair comparison when the groups
have varying numbers of members.

Students,decide th their opinion survey.needs improve-

ment and tfiey di uss chafiges they can vake.

Students tecide o k the teacher to prepare the prkest

and posttest because they are learning geometry for the ,

first amp.
See.also MATHEMATICS list: Ettimating/Approximating/

.,Rounding Off.

Organizing and Processing Data Students organize their test tata according to methods

used and record it on charts and graphs.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,

Prpoesting Data.

4)0
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Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Squtions
Based on Data Collected

Evaluating Proposed Solutions in
Terms of Practicality, Social.

,

Values, Efficacy, Aesthetid,WfilizeS

TrRing Out.Various SolutionS and.
EValuatihg the Results,
Testing Hypotheses

97

Students find the average gain of each group using a,dif-
ferent way to learn or a different environment.

Younger students drawilope diagrams to compare the gains
of the groups.

Older students find ind'use the medians and middle ranges
to compare.the gains of the groups.

See also MATHEMATICS list: ComparingiStatistical
Analysis; Opinion.Surveys/Sampling Techniques;
Graphing; Maximum and Minimum Values.

See also SCIENCE and-..SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpifting Data.

Students predict that the way to learn a certain topic
that resulted in the greatest gain will produce better
learning than fhe usual classroom procedure. .

Students hypothesize that they will learn better when they
use methods they like as indicated on opinion survey.

Students suggeststhat their most successful method be used
as part of their regular math learning.

Students mike suggestions about learning methods to other
classes based on their test results.

*
See aiso-SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students ditcuss advantages in& disadvantages of using
their most successfril learning techniques asipart of
their regularmath curriculum.

gtudents discuss tow they liked using different methods
. and whether one method is preferred over another.. '

Students woft in groups using different methods to learn
or teacW ne4 topic and compare the results. t.

Students change groups so that everyone can use another
,41* method and compare tht gains of these groups with the

laint of the previous groups.
.

Students work in groups using the tethods they like and
4compare individual gains with gains using other methods.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulatingr
TeSting Hypotheses/Modeling.

See alai, SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Forthulating, Testing Hypotheses. o.
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W.

Communicating and Displayingiata
of Information

Working to Implement Solution(qk
Chosen by the Class

t

,

Making Generalizations That M4ght
Hold True Under Similar Circumstances;
Applying Problem-Solving Process to

Other Real Poblems
,

4,

Students use dharts and raphs to display test data.
Students use lessons they have devised to teach certain

topics to another class.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

Displaying Data.
See.also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Students discuss with the teacher how they can use the
most successful learning methOds in their regular class.

Students make a presentation of their findings to the
principal and other classes to encourage the use of
theirmost duceessful-ymys to learn:

Studenti discussowith the teacher how they can set up a

better environment for learning.

-
Students who have drawn graphs to display test data more

readlly draw_graphs in other instances.
fo.Students atsply skills and processes they have learned to

resolve other claSsroom or school problems.
See-also-SCIENCE list:- Generalizing/Apply#g Process

to New Problems.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

1
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ACTIVITIES.' TO LEARN/TEACH UTI ZING MATHEMATICS

'Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

-

Counting

Camputation USing Operations:,

Adaition/SUb traction

Categorizing characterioccs of different ways to learn.
Categorizing chatacterist cs of learning methods in more

than one way.

Organizing and classifying sets of materials, activities,
.or information.

See also SCIENCE list: Classifying.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

S.

Counting votes to decidwhe- ich ways to learn/teach will
be used.,"

Counting survey or questionnaire data'on preferred learn-
ing methods.

.

Counting nuniber of points scored by individusis and groups.
, Counting nutber of,minutes allotted for a teaching session.

Counting by sets to find a scale for gra0:axes.

Addpg one-, tWo-, or three-digit whole numbers to find
°total number of points gained by each group. '

Adding minutes whentiming length of learning period.
Subtracting to find differences between predicted and'
actual test scores.

Subtracting to find difference between pretest and pbst-
_test scOres..

SubtrActing one-, two-, or three-digit wholeinumbers to
find ranges for graph axes, to compare set of test
data.

Adaing to find total tally of students.who received a
particular test scorg.

;44

COmputati6n,USing Operations:. 411 tdviding to calculate average test score of each group.
Multiplicaiion/Division Dividing to fort groups with equal numbers of meibers.

. Dividing to calculate ratios, fractions, or percentages.
elfultiplying or dividing to find a scale for graph axes.

,

ComputatiOn Using Operations:,

FractionS/Ratioa/Percentages
, .

,

, , .

,
.

S, Uiing mixed numbers When calculating average group scores .

Changing fractions to higher or lower terms'(equivalent
fractions). to compare average group scoreic. 'A

1,45

99
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Computation Using OperatiRns: Calculating ratios,of.number of correct answers to number
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages (cont.) of test quedtions, percentage of correct answers.

Calculating percentage gain from pretest fo posttest, per-
-

centage of students who improved on the-posttest.

Measuring

Cothparing

C-

Estimating/Approximating/

.Rounding Off

Organizing Data

Using arbitrary units (e.g., lengths of siring or standard
units) to measure dimensions foicmaterfals used in
learning.

Using a calendar, to time days fln preparing materials and
.days for leaching; using a clock.to time length of test;
using a stopwatch to time length of tape-recorded in-
formation.,

Reading stopwatches, clocks, rulers, Meter sticks accu-
rately.' 4

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
-

Data.
See alsonOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording
Data/Measuring.

o ,Using the concepts of greater than and less than in making
-comparisons of test data.

Comparing quantitative data obtained from posttest sand'
pretest:

CoMparing data obtained from different groups.
Comparing qdalitative data obtained from preference sur-,
vey on learning methods with quantitative data obtained
from test scores.

Comparing predicted and actual performance by different:
groups.

Making graphic comparisons of test"data.
o See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,

Tnterpieting Data.

Estimating nuMber of students who will receive the same
score on the retention test as on the posttest.,

Determining when a measurement of the effectiveness of
a learning method is likely to be accufate enough tO
show a,significant difference among methods.

Tallying votes on priorities.
Tallying survey or questionnaire data on preferred learft-

ing methods c

113
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Organizin Data (cont.)

'LS

.Statistic 1 Analysis

Opinion Suveys0ampling Techniques

-:_Graphing

Tallying tin bar graphs.or histOkrams.

Ordering real numbers on a number line or graph axis.
° Ordering the steps in a process.

Ordering test data.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCElists: Organizing,
Processing,Data.

Finding and comparing the average pointa gained or per-
centage-gain of each group on the posttest and retention
tear.-

,Assessing the predictability of a larger iample (e.g.,
the entire class, other classes) based,on resulfs'of.a

' small group of students.
Determining medians and middle ranges of data on test

4 score gains. >

Determining whether the Aifference between groups is sig-
nificant by coFpaiing'nfedians of test score gains,with
largest middle range.

Compiling quantitative data obtained froul,repeated ex-
periments.

See also SCIENF and SOCIAL-SCIENCE listat Analyzing;
Interpreting Data.

101'

Conducting surveys on preferred ways to learn; defining
data collection\lnethods and the makeup aid size of the

'sample.

Devising,mathoda of obtaining quantitative information ',...

about subjective opiniois regarding ways to learn. .
9

Evaluating,survey methudology'data-obtained,'and the tize
and type of samples.

,

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL'SCIENCE lists: Anlyzing,
,/bterpreting Data.

---7
Using alternatiVe Methods of displaying data, e.g., 'Charts,.

graphé.

Making a graph forp- -dividing axes intOpp.rts ancrieCiding,
on an Appropriate scale.

6
Representing data on,graphs.

. .

Bar_graphiVerage group scores An pretest.
Cumulative distribution graphnuMber of, studenta Whb
scored-An'a certain percentage range.or less be,' pest.,

*Histogramnumber of students whascored'in different
perceOtage ranges od :14 test .,'

\

.14.7
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Fraction/Ratio See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios/
Percentages.

Maximmirand Minimum Values Using slope diagrams to find highest group average gain.
Finding the learning Mithod that produces maximum results.,

lity/Equations

f

See Comparing and Computation Ming Operations.

See Classifying/Categorizing.
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ACTIVITIES IN WAYS, TO LEARN/TEAH UTILIZING SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing,, Observing that some students.learn a certain topic more
quickly and' easily than others.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Classifying Classifying different methods oflearning according to
materials used.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Identifying Variables Identifying learning method used as the variable'to be
changed in at experiment assessing different methods.

Identiyfing length of time, suiroundings, and age and
learning abilityof.students as variables to be con-
trolled_in the_experiment. _

Identifying amount learned using different methods as the
variable to be measured.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables.

Defining Variables Operationally .. Defining learning ability as previous grade in subject or
, the score attained on a.pretest.

Defining amount learned as difference between pretest and
posttest scores.

Manipulating, Controlling Dieigning and conducting an.experiment to determine which
Variables/ExpOimenting method of learning a certain topic is best for die class

,as a whole.

Setting up groups of students'to use different methods to,
.10°"rearn a-certain topic.

Keeping the average leirning ability of the.groups using
the different methods the same (or as nearly the same
.is poisible).

Keeping the amount of Utile spent learning by the different
methods the same,

1



Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting (cont.)

Designing and Constructing
Measuftng DeviCes and Equipment

Inferring/Predicti:ormulating
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

al

Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data

Organizing, processing Data

105

Conducting other experiments to determine Ahe amount of
retention according to different learning methods, to
determine best methods for different individuals, and
to determine the effect *noisy surroundings on
learning.

Controlling all factors-except the one being asTessed in
these experiments.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
-Variables/Experimenting.

Constructing Fle7ices needed for learning a certain topic.

Inferring from d ta that a certain method of learning is
better than herh fai'the whole class.

Predictin that noisy surroundings inhibit learning.
Testing prediction by designing.and conducting an ex-
periment.

A

Hypothesizing that the best method for one class will be
the best method for other classes. Testing hypothesis
by repeati4._experiment in the_other class.

timulating learningactiVity when trying out materials.
I See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferrind/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Conducting pretests, posttests, and retention tests on
topic.being learnedby different methods or in different
Asurroundings.

Measuring end recording length of time each group spends
on learning the topic.

Measuring and recording the sound level intensity of the
learning.environient.

See also MATHEMATICS'list: Measuring.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing
Data. 4

Using pretest sdpres to set up equal groups to use dif-
fereht learning methods.

. Calculating.the differences between pretest and posttest
scores, between posttest,and retention test scores..

. Ordering the differences in scores from smallest to
largest.
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Organizing, Processing Data (dcifit.),

Analy4ng/Interpreting

Communicating, DIsplaying Data

Generali;ing/Applying Process to
New,Problems

Areas.of Study ,

Masurement

Sound

s.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring..

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: .Organizing, Processing
Data.

e
4

Finding the average amount learned lor each group.
Comparing thebe averages to determine which method is
best,

Finding the median and middle range of the amount learned -
for each grouli. Comparing the difference in medians
with the largest,middle ranAe to determine whether the
differences among the groups are significant.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistics/
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampding Techniques; Graphing.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Showing data on charts and graphs.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating,-Displaying

Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

o.Applying skills learned in designing experiments to other
experiments.

Using knowledge about noise,level-measurements xo help
solve other noise problems'.

See-also SOCIAL SCIENCE liir: Generalizing/Applying
%.Ptodess to:belly Life:

Measuring sound levels using:commercial instruments.
Using timing devices to meieure time spent on learning a
certaintopic.,,

Designing and constructing-measuring devices as needed in
learning etopic. .

-Observink that sounds differ in tone, pitch, and loudness.
Observinvehat noise levels are lower when curtains or

acoustics1 barriers are used to.absorb the sound.
Ohserving that a sonnd becoies less intense as it moves

away from its source.
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'Sound (cont.)

,)

6

107

-A' Observing that sound readily travels around objects.

Observing that different materials absorb sound to dif-
ferent degrees. Solid, dense materials tend to transmit
sound well. Soft or.porous materials tend to make better
soundproofing because they absorb sound.
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ACTIVITIES IN'WAYS DO LEARN/TEACH UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

ObServing/Describing/Classifying Organizing and classifying sets of ideas or infymation.
Classifying different ways to learn a certain topic.
Observing and describing reactions of other students when

they'art taught by different methods or in difftrent
environments.

Classifying and describing items to be included on the
pretest, posttest, retention test.

- See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying.

Identifying Problems/Variables Identifying problems of regular learning procedures.
Identifying possibility that.smarter students may all

choose to work in the same group and therefore affect
the average scores of the groups.

Identifying fact that a student's performance may vary
depending on the learning method that is used for that
individual. .'

4 Identifying possibility that the best methods to.use in
learning one subject may not be the kest for learning
another subject.

See also SCIENCE, list: Identifying Variables._

Manipulaftng, ControllAng Variables/ Devising tests to measure how much progress is made with
Experimenting different ways tO learn a certain topic.

e'Devising tests to deterMine, how much is learned in dif-
ferent environments.

Asking another class to be the control group and learn
the same topic according to the usual classroom pro-
cedure.

Establishing a random selection procedure for selection
sof group members:

Using pretest scores for selection of group meMbers.
4Repeating.the experiment with students trying out another

method'ot a9othes environment..
Repeating ti4exiuitriment, using the hame methods or same

environment to learn another subject.
1

See also SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.
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Inferring/Predicting/Formulating, Fredicting that,one method or environment will produCe
Testing Hypotheses more learning than other methods.

Inferring from survey and test data that most learning
occurs when students'use the methods they like best.

Hypothesizing that a certain method will produce better
retentlin than other methods; giving another test after
a periga of time,and comparing results.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/FormUlating,
Testing Rypotheses.

Collecting, Recording Data/ , Using a voting procedure to determine the ways of learn-
-Maasuring ing that are preferred by most students.

olo Conducting pletests and posttests on topic learned.

Counting number of worksheets or other materials theY
will teed.

Conductilli a second postfest to find whether the best
learningbethod also produces the best retention.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

Organizing,trocessing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

Tallying v tes to select learning methods for their ex-
periment.

Tallying s ey or questionnaire data on preferred ways
to learn

See alsO THEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also CIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Comparing qualitative data gathered from surveys with
quantitative data obtained from tests.

Evaluating survey methodology.
Evaluating results of group scores.
Comparing each person's perfOrmance for several methods.
See also MATHEMATICS.list: Comparing, Statistical
Analysis, Oiinico Surveys/Sampling Techniques.

See alio SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

4.

Representing survey data on bar graphs or charts.
Making griphs or charts that cda be easily understood by

the intended audience.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE'ApTS list.
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Generalizing/Applying PrOcess to
Daily Life .

0 ,

Attitudes/Valuesr

Accepting Responsibility for.Actions
and Results

Developing Interest ana Involvement
in Human Affairs

Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group Contributions

-to Society

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative

Using knowledge acquired fromr,taki

ferréd learning methods to help
where attitudes are important.

Using knowledge acquired from fin

t\ 4r
g surveys about -fte -

olve other problems
-

ng the best Way to
learn a certain topic to find the best way to learn
another subject.

Sde also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process to
New Problems.

Making sure that various tasks are done, e.g., completing
learning materials by desitnated deadline.

Scheduling times to teach another class.

Scheduling and giving presentations to persons.in author-
ity--for example, the principal and other teachers--to
encourage the use of the best method to learn a certain
topic.

Promoting changes in their usual methods of leaicling.
.Encouraging other classes to use their suggested methods

of learning.

' Recognizing that improving-Ways to learn a topic will help
not only themselves but also other,classes o use the
techniques and future students in their'ie er's class.

Recognizing that Otey can improve procedures their
classroom. ,

Assessing the effects of group action on ming pro-
cedUres in the school.

Conducting groin) sessions with help from the teacher.

Finding solutions to problems encountered in addition to
tbe main problem of the challenge.

Finding the learning method that works best for each
student.

Chodeng and developing the best way of presenting a new
' topic to'other students.

Choosing,and developing the best way of presenting their
teaching plans to another teacher.

1".r1tot)
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Recognizing the Values of Cooperation, Finding that work on determining the best way to learn or
Group Work, and Division of Labor to teach a.topic progresses more rapidly and smoothly

when they work in groups.
Eliminating needless pverlap in work.
Finding that work is more fun and proceeds more smoothly
when people cooperate.

,
Und ending Modes of Inquiry Used Using scientific modes of inquiry to investigate and de-
i the Sciences,,Appreciating Their termine the best way to learn or to teach a topic.
awer and Precision Using data, graphs, and other supportive material to,

convince other people thaf their proposed way to learn
is a good one.

See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

-Respectin$ the Views, Thoughts,

and Feelings of Others

Being Open to New Ideas and'
Information

Learning the Importance and
Influence of Veld's in Decision
Making

Areas of Study

Considering all suggestions and assessing their merits.
Considering the opinions of othcrs when.proposing a
change in the usual learning methods used in class;
conducting an opinion survey to determine preferred
ways talearn a certain topic.

Respecting the thoughts, interests, and feelings of mem-
bers of the'opposite sex when working in' groups.

Considering alternative ways of performing various tasks.
Conducting library research to find information related

to the topic to be learned/taught.
Asking other people for opinioni, ideas, and information.

Recognizing that preferences for different learning
techniques reflect fhe values of each individual.

Political Science/Government Systems Establishing rules for conduct when new ways4to learn
kre being taught to other students.

Getting in toudh with .and working with school principal
and teachers to obtain permission to try out newways
to learn with other students.
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Social Psyehology/Individual and
Group Behavior

\

Sociology/Social Systems

4
Recognizing need for leadership within

groups. RecOgnizing differing needs.

_ various roles within groups.
(D_Analyzing the effects of a small group

for a larger group.

small and large
of individuals for

making decisions

Devising a system of working cooperatively in small and
large groups.'

Wcrking within established_social systems to promote
changes in learning rocedures within the classroom,
within the school.

Experiencing and ierstanding differe ces in social
systems in different social groups (c ildren, adults,
women, men, homemakers).

Recognizing that there are many different social groups
and that ohe'person belongs to more than one social
group..
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Basic Skills

ACTIVITIES IN WAYS TO LEARN/TEACH UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Reading:

Literal Comprehension--Decoding -
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:

Critical'Reading -7-Comprehending

Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language:

Speaking

,Oral Language:

Listening

Decoding words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading
information relating to the topic being learned or
taught, while reading test questions, while reading
other people's writing.

Obtaining factual information about the topic being
learned or taught.

Understanding what,is read about the topic being learned
or taught; learning the meaning of new words.

Interpreting what is read.
Following written directions.

Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during dis-
cussions in small group,WOrk and class discussions on
problems and proposed solutions.

Reporting to class about data collection, preparation.of
,materials, graphing. .

Responding to criticisms of activities; responding to
questions.

Preparing, practicing, and giving effective'oral presen-
tatienswhen teaching students in another class, when
encouraging othgr teachers to use suggested learning
method with their classes.

Practicing and preparing lessons to be tape recorded or
videotaped..

Conducting opinion surveys.
Asking questions to obtain information; phrasing questions

to elicit type.of response desired.
Using rules of grammar in speaking.

. Using new words in the properbontext.
Explaining learning method when teaching other students.

Interviewing other children to find best'liked ways to
learn a certain topic.

Following spoken directions.
'do Listening to group reports.

Listening to responses to one's questions.
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Oral Language:
Memorizing

Written Language:
Spelling

Memorizing portions of oral presentations to Make when
teaching other,students.

Using memorization as one method for learning a new topic.

Using correct spelling in writing reports, questionnaires,
lessons, tests,

Written Language: Using rules of grammar in writing reports, questionnaires,
Grammar--Punctuation, lessons, tests'.,
Syntax, Usage

Written Language: Writing to communicate effectively:
Composition preparing written reports using,notes, data, graphs,

etc., communicating reasons for using new learning
method.,

preparing worksheets, scripts for a taperecording,
directions for a game.
writing opinion surveys for other children; devising
questions to elicit desiredWformation.
devising tests; judging whether a question is relevant
and whether its meaning id'clear.

'Study Skills: Taking,notes during class diieussions, during research
Outlining/Organizing related to topic.

Developing opinion surveys; ordering questions around a
central theme, such as prefeld learning methods. .

Planning presentations, data co lection schemes, etc.
Planning and preparing reports and lessons for critical

review by class.

Organizing ideas, facts, data for inclusion in reports,
presentations; lessons.

Study Skills: Using the library to research information about a topic
Using References.and Resources to be learned. ,

, Using dictionary and encyclopedia to locate information. ,

Using indices and tables of contents to locate'informa-,
tion in books.

Using "How To" Cards for information on graphing, survey-
ing.



Aititudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Throngh Speaking and Writing

Appreciating the Value of
Written Resources

V.ioping an Interest in

ng and.Wrlting ,

Making Judgments Concerning
IL whEirt Is Read'

-

Appteciating the Value of
Different Forms of Writing,
Different Forms of Communication

Finding that clasimates and teacher may approve of an
idea if it is presented clearly.-;

Finding that learning is'easier when ideas are presented
clearly.

Finding that certain desired information about a topic
can be found in library books..

Finding that written resources may provide an effective
method of learning certain topics.

,

-Willingly looking up information about the tODic being
learned.

Looking up m6re detailed information.
Showing a desire to wOrk on preparing written lessons,

reports, surveys.

Deciding whether'what is,read is relevant Co the scope
of the topic being learned:.

Deciding on reliability of information obtaineefrom
reading.

Deciding whether written material is approptiate,,whither.
it says-what it's supposed tb say, whether it may need,

(/ improvement..

.Distinguishing facts from opinions.

Finding that the best way to convey information is deter-
mined in part by the audience to whom i,t is 4irected; -,.-

recosnizing different neey of primary children and
older students.

A

Finding,thAt certain information can be best conveyed ky
writing it down, preparing charts or graphs, et.

Finding that certain data or information_shouldbe' written
down so that it can be referred to ata later time.

Finding.that spoken instructiOns ate sometimes better than
writtewinstructions, and vice versa.

Finding,that some people learn best by reading and others
learn best by listening.
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